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Abstract
Addressing the Grand Challenges of the world requires a mode of research that can mirror
their scale and complexity. Traditional investigator- and industry-led research frameworks,
although useful in their own right, fail to capture the collaborative, transdisciplinary
approach that can both generate the necessary knowledge and apply research outcomes on
the scale needed to resolve the ‘big picture’ problems. Mission-led research provides a
framework that attempts to strike that balance of knowledge generation and application;
and New Zealand’s National Science Challenges (NSCs) provide a representation of missionled research that may exemplify the relationships and processes needed to enact it. This
thesis aims to understand how the relationships and processes designed to facilitate
mission-led research in the NSCs impacts their ability to achieve their missions.
Research was undertaken through semi-structured interviews with participants from two
NSCs, representing four of the key stakeholder perspectives: Management, Researchers,
Industry, and Māori. These interviews sought to understand how different stakeholder
groups conceptualised mission-led research itself, the processes within it, and their
relationships with other stakeholder groups. The results demonstrated that stakeholders
perceived mission-led research in four interdependent ways, driven by a core concept of
‘Big Picture’ problems. These problems were seen to necessitate ‘Transdisciplinarity’ in their
resolution, that research would be ‘Long-term/Strategic’, and that research outcomes would
have a ‘Collective Benefit’. Alignment between conceptualisations of mission-led research
and how closely processes and stakeholder groups adhered to those conceptualisations was
central to positive engagement and collaboration.
Alignment between stakeholders was seen to occur through three modes: Conceptual,
Structural, and Relational. Conceptual alignment promoted a common understanding of the
mission; Structural alignment ensured research practices reflected mission-led values; and
Relational alignment improved stakeholder understanding of diverse expectations and
motivations amongst other worldviews. Successful NSCs used the three modes of alignment
to improve transdisciplinary collaboration while maintaining diversity of worldviews and
skillsets, enabling them to more effectively address their missions.
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1. Introduction
The National Science Challenges (NSCs) are a New Zealand framework for the
implementation of mission-led research. The NSCs are the most recent example of a
mission-led framework in New Zealand, and create an opportunity to examine how research
can be undertaken to resolve complex, large-scale problems that are becoming increasingly
recognised in the political arena. The resolution of these problems poses a challenge to
typical research and science systems; their nature as “Grand Challenges” (Kuhlmann & Rip,
2014) entails a level of complexity that traditional innovator-led and industry-led systems
struggle to address. The NSCs should have the potential to present a structure that is better
equipped to acknowledge and address these challenges on the scale needed to progress
toward their resolution. Understanding how to enact a positive, collaborative interaction
between stakeholders in the NSCs is a critical component of addressing their missions. This
thesis aims to understand how the structures and relationships that underpin the NSCs
operate to help them achieve their missions, asking the question:
How do stakeholder relationships, funding mechanisms, and selection processes that
facilitate mission-led research impact the ability of the National Science Challenges to
achieve their objectives?
Selecting the NSCs and ‘mission-led research’ as a thesis topic was personally driven by a
desire to see the world saved; or, at least, to understand what the tools that might save it
could look like. The NSCs, those missions to overcome massive societal problems, represent
the most deliberate, direct effort by New Zealand policy makers to do so; but in early
readings it became immediately apparent the scale of the problems the NSCs would
themselves need to overcome. The most urgent of these problems I saw to be the need for
transdisciplinary research, where stakeholder groups with divergent motivations and
expectations would need to find a common orientation in an unfamiliar framework.
Understanding how successful examples of mission-led research in the NSCs achieve that
collaboration seemed the key to knowing how transdisciplinary collaboration could be
applied, and whether there was a realistic route to mission-led research as a long-term
framework by which the massive problems of the world can be challenged and overcome.
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2. Background
2.1. Context: Mission-led Research
Mission-led, publicly funded R&D is a phenomenon strongly influenced by global sociopolitical context. Its role has been relatively constant; it addresses major societal challenges
where traditional market forces fail to tackle them (Mazzucato, 2017). These “Grand
Challenges” (Kuhlmann & Rip, 2014) or “grand societal challenges” (Boon & Edler, 2018;
Mazzucato, 2017) are those gaps in knowledge, technology, or process that present
significant risk or opportunity to society. George, Howard-Grenville, Joshi and Tihanyi (2016,
p. 1881) provide a useful definition, with Grand Challenges as “specific a critical barrier(s)
that, if removed, would help solve an important societal problem with a high likelihood of
global impact through widespread implementation”. Historical American ‘mission-oriented’
research includes the Apollo and Manhattan projects (Kuhlmann & Rip, 2014). These
projects addressed challenges that no other research paradigm might address and are
typical of a ‘mission-oriented’ concept but are much more limited than the ‘Grand
Challenge’ concept by targeting a specific, clearly defined end-goal (Kuhlmann & Rip, 2014)
contextualised by the socio-political environments of their time. Modern mission-oriented
research fulfils a similar role, addressing societal challenges where the market has failed,
but the challenges are characterised by open-ended, complex, and multi-dimensional
problems that lack clarity of what entails ‘success’, contrasting with early mission-oriented
research where ideas of success and impact were more clearly defined. Many of these
challenges have superseded the national context and become “global in scope” (Foray,
Mowrey & Nelson, 2012; George, Howard-Grenville, Joshi & Tihanyi, 2016), transcending
political, geographical, and disciplinary borders. The result is that these broad-scale
challenges cannot be addressed with mission-oriented frameworks reflecting a historical or
national context in terms of funding mechanisms, selection processes, and stakeholder
relationships, and likely require the introduction of new frameworks and institutions
designed to meet them.
Mission-Led Research in New Zealand
In New Zealand, mission-led research is addressed through three frameworks by the
Ministry of Business, Innovation and Employment (MBIE). These are the MBIE Contestable
Fund, Crown Research Institute (CRI), and the National Science Challenges (NSCs) (MBIE,
2015a). Each framework addresses societal problems on a broad-scale, but are
6

differentiated through their individual strategic directions and funding mechanisms. The
Contestable Fund is resourced through a mechanism referred to as “Contestable funding”,
the CRIs through ‘Institutional’, and the NSCs through ‘Negotiated/On-demand’ (MBIE,
2015a). These are not strictly exclusive; where a particular project’s objectives are aligned
with the mission of another framework, resources may be pooled (MBIE, 2015a, p. 28). The
strategic approach of the different institutions to implementing Mission-led research is
summarised by MBIE (2015a, p. 28), where it indicates that the Contestable Fund
emphasises the use of competition among researchers, while the NSCs are described as a
“collaborative mechanism”, although both refer to long-term research on a national scale.
The CRIs are different again by taking the form of “Crown-owned companies” (MBIE, 2017b,
p. 24), with each company aligning itself with a sector of the New Zealand economy.
The mission-led context provides a unique challenge to funding mechanisms. Because of the
open-ended, broad-scale nature of the problems that they are attempting to address, there
is no readily apparent measurement by which success can be judged, complicating the use
of traditional investment tools such as Cost Benefit Analyses and making the allocation of
resources based on those tools more difficult.
NSCs as Transdisciplinary
As the newest mission-led approach, the NSCs provide an interesting take on mission-led
research in New Zealand. While all three frameworks attempt to address complex societal
issues, the NSCs have several unique characterisations that make them of interest to an
investigation of mission-led research. Primary among these is the composition and
interaction of four key stakeholders that influence the research process; these reflect a
similar composition of industry, academia, and government suggested by Leydesdorff &
Meyer (2006) in the Triple Helix Model, although the New Zealand context introduces a
fourth overlaying perspective that introduces further diversity into the trio of perspectives:
Māori. Academia, the fundamental producers of knowledge that might address the issues
presented, act under a “best team” policy. This reflects what MBIE documents (MBIE,
2015a; 2017a) refer to as “multidisciplinary” research required to address complex
problems, with leading researchers from several disciplines engaged to resolve an issue.
Industry acts as a second stakeholder perspective, with a level of input toward the
contribution of specialist knowledge, funding, and as likely end users of the research
7

outputs. The third stakeholder is MBIE, as the primary funding agency (MBIE, 2015a) and
the producer of key guidelines. It also assesses the progress of the individual Challenges,
ensuring they are producing the expected level of research outcomes and addressing their
intended missions. Māori then act as a fourth stakeholder perspective through the NSC’s
deliberate incorporation of Mātauranga Māori throughout the research process (MBIE
2015a; Prussing and Newbury, 2016). The interaction of these four stakeholders goes
beyond what MBIE has identified as multidisciplinary, and becomes transdisciplinary
(Maasen, Lengwiler and Guggenheim, 2006); this implies a meaningful transfer of
knowledge not just between academic disciplines, but across sectors, and presents key
challenges and opportunities to the successful operation of the NSCs. Understanding how
this transdisciplinary interaction takes place within successful Challenges will help to inform
future mission-led research structures.
Criteria and Funding
Beyond the stakeholder interactions within the NSCs, two key processes influence the
potential outcomes of mission-led research. These are the funding mechanisms that provide
the resources needed for mission-led institutions and research projects to operate, and the
processes by which research proposals are created and judged for funding allocation. An
interrelationship between all three factors supports their consideration as a group, rather
than as separate contributors to the success of projects. For example, the setting of criteria
is heavily influenced by the background of those involved in their creation; field of expertise,
experience in different sectors, and demographics of decision makers all place frames on
the criteria setting process. Particularly for broad-scale, societal objectives typical of
mission-led research, projects that can act in a truly transdisciplinary way will have a greater
chance of fulfilling their objectives (Dhansay, Serper, Linol, Ndluvo, Perumal, & De Wit,
2015).
The funding mechanism is the third component to be considered because of the
dependency of successful research on an effective funding framework, and MBIE’s use of a
‘negotiated’ funding mechanism (MBIE, 2015a, p. 26). Because of mission-led research’s
long-term nature, there is a need for a funding mechanism that is robust enough to assess
and provide resources for incomplete projects to deliver on their mission; necessitating the
use of criteria for success and progress. These criteria are created within limitations of
8

knowledge that exist within decision-maker groups, resulting in criteria that are influenced
by the composition and strength of stakeholder relations. An additional complication is the
direct impact of stakeholder relationships on funding; particularly in the nature of proposal
selection. The typical nature of the research proposal process is competitive; researchers, or
groups thereof, apply to a limited pool of funding and seek to have their proposal selected
above the others. The competitive grant process has several implications that are
particularly disadvantageous for mission-led research; particularly where it “may stifle
collaboration” (Kubler, 2013, p. 3) and “can be time-consuming and expensive” (Materia,
Pascucci & Kolympiris, 2015, p. 88). In addition, issues of bias in assessment of funding may
be present in peer review processes (Kubler, 2013, p. 12) where funding decisions reflect
the values of decision makers.

2.2. Justification of Research
Understanding the relationships between stakeholders and the structures within which they
operate is crucial to establishing how mission-led research, with its particular
characteristics, can be best managed to improve its success. This research seeks to examine
those relationships in an example of successful mission-led research implementation.
Mission-led research presents a variety of challenges unique to its structure, but by its very
nature can deliver long-term, broad scale benefits to a uniquely inclusive set of
beneficiaries. However, implementation of mission-led research must be effectively
managed in order to realise those benefits. Poor stakeholder relations, unrealistic or poorly
set criteria, or ineffectively allocated funding can result in a failure to successfully deliver the
research objectives. Recent trends toward an increase in global use of mission-led research,
including in Europe (European Commission, 2012), the USA (Mowery, Nelson & Martin,
2010), and New Zealand all provide examples of an increased urgency to address societal
challenges, and benefit from doing so. For New Zealand, the NSCs (MBIE, 2015a) provide the
best representation of mission-led research, and an opportunity to examine how the
processes that operate at a practical level are implemented in successful projects. Because
of the common features of mission-led research within the NZ context, particularly within
the NSCs, an understanding of these processes can be used to inform the successful
management of future projects.
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3. Literature Review
3.1. Characteristics of Mission-Led Research
Mission-led Science is one of three research types identified by MBIE (2015a) in their
National Statement of Science Investment, contrasting with industry-led and investigatorled research. The concept of Mission-led Science has become a prominent one in the New
Zealand research space, constituting a total investment approximating $400 million NZD
(MBIE, 2015a, p. 28) through various sources of funding. As a research investment typology
‘mission-led’ is not a new concept, identified by Bozeman (2000, p. 631) as salient in United
States policy from 1945-1965 and 1992-present, and now influential in global science
policies (Mazzucato, 2017; Boon & Edler, 2018). However, the research literature has until
recently failed to provide a useful definition for mission-led research, and it is only rarely
discussed explicitly as a distinct investment type. Thus, studies of mission-led science have
not been well integrated and there is only a limited foundation to build from.

A brief definition of mission-led research is provided by MBIE in the New Zealand Gazette
(2014 p. 286), describing it as “the funding of research, science, or technology or related
activities directed at achieving a specific outcome”, a definition mirrored by Mazzucato’s
(2017) “mission-oriented’ for its aim to achieve specific objectives”. Although this definition
is useful in providing broad guidance to policy decisions, it can be generalised to include any
research that is both funded and has a specific objective. A more useful definition can be
found in Kelman and Cook’s (1996) definition of mission-linked research, which they
describe as targeting “current and emerging problems, and may be basic or applied”. This
earlier definition encompasses two key ideas: an orientation toward future problems, and
the inclusion of both blue-skies and applied research. Bozeman’s characteristics of a
“mission technology paradigm” (2000, p. 632) provide some additional context as to the
type of problems to be addressed; generally long-term, national-level issues such as “energy
production and conservation, medicine and public health”. Bozeman also recognises the
public sector as an influential body, able to coordinate resources and exert influence across
multiple stakeholder groups to enable cross-sector collaboration.
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Mission-led research in New Zealand exists in a policy environment that also recognises
investigator-led and industry-led research. Their different roles are broadly defined in
MBIE’s National Statement for Science Investment (2015a) as in Diagram 1, but require
conceptual distinction in order to understand the place of mission-led research in the
science landscape. These distinctions can be based on three components: objectives,
outcomes, and funding mechanisms.

Content unavailable.
Please refer to print version for access.

Diagram 1: Investment in Research. MBIE, 2015a, pg. 26

Objective based Differentiation
NZ’s Ministry of Business, Employment and Innovation (MBIE) identifies Mission-led science
as research “undertaken toward a particular policy aim or goal” (MBIE, 2015a, p. 28). These
goals typically constitute broad-spectrum objectives aimed at providing public benefit,
exemplified by the objective of MBIE’s Contestable fund to deliver “long-term,
transformative impact for New Zealand” (MBIE, 2015a, p.28), and the National Science
Challenge, to address “complex, long term, national-scale issues for New Zealand”. Both
frameworks adhere to Bozeman’s (2000) characteristics of mission-led science as oriented
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toward long-term public good, coordinated by government to address issues unlikely to be
delivered through private sector research, known as “Market Failure” (Mazzucato, 2017).

Comparison of the goals of mission-, industry-, and investigator-led science provides some
delineation of the paradigm structures. Where the primary focus in mission-led science
might be summarised as broad-scale impact, MBIE (2015a, p. 27) identifies investigator-led
science as primarily for the purpose of knowledge acquisition, as directed by researchers.
This is evidenced in the objectives of the Marsden Fund, a major mechanism for the funding
of investigator-led research in New Zealand, constituting $54 million as of 2015 (MBIE,
2015a, p. 26). Those objectives specify that the purpose of research should significantly
focus on “enhancing the quality of research in New Zealand” and supporting the
“advancement of knowledge in New Zealand”, both goals centred in the creation of
knowledge through exploratory research (Marsden Fund Council, 2017).

Industry-led research focuses on the application of research and knowledge in practical
ways to achieve measurable outcomes (MBIE, 2015a, p. 28). This emphasis creates three
broad categorisations of research model based on their primary purpose: broad-spectrum
impact (Mission-led), knowledge creation (Investigator-led), and practical application
(Industry-led). Some degree of overlap between categorisations is to be expected; for
example, industry-led research intending to create new systems of manufacturing may have
a prerequisite need for subject-specific knowledge creation. Identification of the primary
purpose for which the research is being undertaken provides a preliminary means of
delineating the research types, and incorporation of other characteristics such as outcomes
and funding mechanisms can offer further clarification.

Outcome based Differentiation
The outcomes of mission-led science are characterised by the specific goals of the individual
projects. However, the National Science Challenges (MBIE, 2015b) provide an example of
the outcomes mission-led science can be expected to achieve in various contexts of
research. The varied nature of the different Challenges has necessitated the adoption of
formal guidelines broad enough to cover a range of possible research contexts, allowing the
adoption of those outcome guidelines as a framework for identifying mission-led research in
12

general. The outcomes described occur across three specified timeframes: short term (1-3
years), medium term (4-7 years), and long term (8-10 years) (MBIE, 2015b, p. 11). Short
term impacts focus on awareness of the research among the scientific community,
considering changes in “knowledge, attitude and behaviour” as measures of high
awareness. Medium term impacts target adoption of outcomes by “research users”,
considering incorporation of ideas, processes, techniques or products by “adopters and
influencers” into their operations as measures of successful research outcomes. Long term
impacts are more ambiguously measured, identifying concepts of impact and change in the
context of both the mission of the research and external factors. Questions of what long
term difference the research has made for “economic, cultural, social, health, or
environmental outcomes” (MBIE, 2015b, p. 11) provide some indication of the national scale
at which the research is expected to impact, and mirrors the ‘broad-spectrum impact’ goal
that characterises the objective setting component of mission-led research. Some questions
remain, however, about the key assumptions about what mission-led implies that are
embedded in these broad guidelines.

Comparison with investigator-led research in the Marsden Fund portrays a similar set of
expected outcomes to those of mission-led, though differentiated by context. Outcomes
expected within the context of the Marsden Fund reflect the knowledge oriented goals of
investigator-led research: scientific publications, conferences, and “scholarly impact”
(Marsden Fund Council, 2017) exemplifying measures of success. Longer term outcomes are
also identified, particularly “application beyond research” and “economic, social, cultural,
environmental, health” impacts, a set of measurements thematically identical to the long
term outcomes expected of mission-led. Importantly, however, these impacts are not core
to the outcomes of investigator-led research and not considered as critical assessment
criterion when funding them, whereas these broad-impact focused outputs are central to
the outcomes of mission-led research.

Industry-led research is strongly differentiated from investigator-led research, and is
expected to “result in measurable benefits to firms and the economy” (MBIE, 2015a, p. 28).
The outcomes specifically act to improve industry’s ability to compete and generate profit,
with a general view of enabling a strong, innovative economy. MBIE specifies that industry13

led is focused on the “practical development of new materials, products, processes, systems
or services”, tending toward research which is “close to market”, allowing rapid
commercialisation and realisation of value. Importantly, industry’s role as the source of
funding is the critical differentiator between industry-led and the other paradigms, although
the research work itself is sometimes performed externally to business. Of the $1.068 billion
of R&D funded in 2014, approximately 10% of funding was contracted to government
research institutes and 3% to universities, with the remaining 87%, a value of $927 million,
performed internally by businesses (MBIE, 2015a, p. 28).

The difference in expected outcome between the research types is most apparent between
industry- and investigator-led; industry expecting rapidly applicable, practical development
to benefit the economy, and investigator expecting scholarly impact largely focused on
knowledge production. Mission-led spans across both groups, but over a longer time-frame;
expecting knowledge generation in the short and medium term, and practical application in
the long-term, emphasising that the key differentiator between frameworks is in the timeframe of outcomes more than their nature.
Funding Mechanism based Differentiation
The differences in funding mechanisms between mission, investigator, and industry-led
research are represented by the type and objective of the funding institution. Mission-led
research in New Zealand is generally funded by government departments, primarily MBIE;
although the Departments of Conservation and Primary Industries, and the Ministry for the
Environment, are also noted as providing $58 million in contestable funding (MBIE, 2015a,
p. 26). The result is that all major forms of mission-led research in the New Zealand context
are funded through government departments, reflecting the willingness of public
institutions to provide for research with broad-spectrum impact which would be otherwise
unlikely to secure funding independently by research institutions or the private sector as a
result of Market Failure (Mazzucato, 2017). This pattern may be explained by characteristics
of industries acting within the context of a ‘societal challenge’, or of mission-led science
itself. Industries such as agriculture may be characterised by numerous smaller businesses,
which lack the capacity to fund major research projects (Materia, Pascucci, & Kolympiris,
2015), creating a failure of the market to address projects of that scale and necessitating
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input either in direct resourcing or resource coordination from the public sector. Mission-led
research also has a high perceived risk to the private sector owing to some of the
components that facilitate its function, such as its tendency toward interdisciplinarity. An
interdisciplinary approach to research is generally accepted as required to address the long
term, national scale issues that define the objectives of mission-led research (Bromham,
Dinnage, & Hua, 2016) but typically struggles to obtain funding from academic research
institutions because “academic institutions’ budgets, governance and promotion
arrangements are usually organised around single disciplines, as are processes at many
granting bodies and journals” (Rylance, 2015, p. 314). Additionally, while industry-led
research has a degree of interdisciplinarity incorporated where necessary for the desired
outputs, the outputs themselves are limited in potential impact. The publicly funded
mission-led paradigm therefore provides a means by which interdisciplinary research might
reliably acquire investment without the associated narrow scope of industry-led research,
given the alignment between the objectives of mission-led research and the capabilities of
interdisciplinary research to meet those objectives.

Funding Mechanism Types
The different research investment paradigms are largely defined by the sectors and
organisations which provide their funding. Investigator-led research tends to be funded by
tertiary research institutions, or the Royal Society in the case of the Marsden Fund (MBIE,
2015a, p. 26); industry-led through the Callaghan Innovation fund’s business R&D grants and
the business sector (MBIE, 2015a, p. 28); and mission-led through public funding by
government departments, particularly MBIE. In each research type, MBIE recognises three
formal routes of funding allocation: Contestable, Negotiated, and Institutional (MBIE, 2015a,
p. 26). In the context of mission-led science, all three are represented (MBIE, 2015a, p. 28):
Contestable in the MBIE Contestable fund, recently renamed the Endeavour Fund (MBIE,
2017c); Negotiated in the National Science Challenges; and Institutional in the Crown
Research Institute (CRI) core funding. The purpose of each funding type in relation to
mission-led research is differentiated based on the way in which they aim to achieve
common mission-led objectives, while generally reflecting a desire to support research that
will have a significant impact on New Zealand’s economic performance, environment, and
society. The Endeavour Fund, representative of Contestable Funding, is one of MBIE’s main
15

mission-led funding mechanisms (MBIE, 2017c, p. 6). It was valued over the 2015-16 period
at $182.7 million, and will increase to $243 million in 2020/21 (MBIE, 2017c, p. 4), and is
characterised by its use of ‘competition for funding’ between scientists to drive “excellent,
higher risk research” in areas of significant potential impact. These aims are reiterated in the
guidance supplied for the creation of research proposals: Excellence, where science is
progressed and new knowledge disseminated through a team with the necessary,
complementary skillsets, knowledge and resources to deliver the desired results; and
Impact, where a credible potential benefit to New Zealand is demonstrated, with
implementation pathways not limited to a single end user (MBIE, 2017c, p. 18). The
competitive nature of the fund is intended to complement Negotiated and Institutional
funding mechanisms, primarily by supporting the development of CRI capabilities and
investing in research relevant to NSC projects but external to their specific objectives (MBIE,
2017c, p. 8).

The primary Negotiated funding mechanism of mission-led science in New Zealand is
enacted through the National Science Challenges. The concept of Negotiated Funding is
understood here as “funding for projects that will be negotiated using a best team
approach, in which a project team will be asked to submit a project proposal that addresses
the project brief" (Sustainable Seas, 2018, p. 5). The model is designed around an
understanding that the types of challenges that are intended to be addressed in the
National Science Challenge framework require a collaborative approach to research, with a
diverse knowledge base amongst participants and flexibility in the resources supplied to
them. A negotiated basis of resource distribution incorporating the input of multiple
stakeholder groups with a high level of subject expertise provides an opportunity to
establish a funding schedule for research projects based on the criteria and resource base of
the users and funders, as well as the capabilities and requirements of the research team.
Some weaknesses in the negotiated process have been noted in the power dynamic of
negotiations (Boon & Edler, 2018), with conflicting stakeholder expectations creating a
degree of dissatisfaction with the process if a particular group’s expectations aren’t
satisfactorily addressed. This is more likely when there are multiple stakeholders with
divergent expectations, making it difficult to negotiate a compromise that meets the needs
of all groups.
16

Institutional funding is enacted through three mechanisms of Government expenditure
(MBIE, 2015a): the PBRF Fund, valued at $300 million, Crown Research Institute (CRI) core
funding valued at $145 million, and Callaghan Innovation Services, valued at $68 million. The
CRI core funding is the only example of an institutional and mission-led fund, and is the
largest valued mission-led fund (MBIE, 2016a). It also provides funding toward other
mechanisms, such as the National Science Challenges, where research aligned between the
two systems accounts for 25% of the CRI’s core funding application (MBIE, 2016a, p. 13).
Aligned research is considered to be that which is “consistent with the CRI’s SCP
(Statements of Core Purpose) and the NSC research strategy” (MBIE, 2016a), highlighting
the strategic nature of funding allocation. The collaboration is flexible, and dependent on
continued alignment between CRI and NSC outcomes – this introduces a degree of
uncertainty toward funding security in the NSCs as objectives shift with research contexts.
As a concept, institutional funding is generally recognised as a means of facilitating the
research capabilities of universities and public research organisations by improving funding
security and institute autonomy (MBIE, 2016a). It is generally provided to the institute,
rather than teams or individuals, allowing a longer term, more strategic fund to be
established based on performance and agreed upon criteria for funding distribution.

An important contextual note to be considered regarding the different funding mechanisms
is that the broad categories of “Institutional” “Industrial” and “Negotiated or On-Demand”
(MBIE, 2015a) only apply to the institution applying for funding directly from MBIE, and not
necessarily to the internal processes of the organisations that subsequently distribute the
funding. For example, the mission-led NSCs have typically engaged in a proposal selection
process that follows the competitive grant archetype, typical of an innovator-led
framework; this generally involves a call for proposals, which is expected to be met by
research teams acting competitively to acquire the available funding – similar to the
mechanisms of investigator-led research. This has been the assumed format of proposal
selection in the NSCs, with MBIE (2015a, p. 11) referring to assessment of “individual
competing proposals”; although there is a general recognition of the for mechanisms which
“encourage collaboration” (MBIE, 2015a, p. 28) The framework of negotiated funding
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therefore may only apply to the National Science Challenges as an institution, and not
necessarily to individual research projects.

3.2. Definition: Mission-led Research
Mission-led research can then be considered for our purposes here as: A policy framework
which supports research designed to address national-scale issues of public interest.
Objectives will be set to achieve long-term, transformative impact at a broad-scale,
including economic, social, cultural, health, or environmental concerns. Desired outcomes
may be achieved at three time-scales: short term improved researcher community
awareness, medium-term adoption of outcomes by the researcher community, and longterm, broad-scale impacts contextualised by the research mission. The research is primarily
funded through public investment in the form of Contestable, Negotiated, or Institutional
funding, compensating for a market failure.

An additional characteristic of a ‘best team’ research approach is not necessarily, but has
been adopted in NZ owing to its practical benefits in the mission-led context. A best team
approach features collaborative research practices, incorporating transdisciplinary research
teams. The aim is to acquire the best available knowledge required to address the issue at
hand, which may be of a diverse range owing to the broad nature of mission-led research
(MBIE, 2015b).

3.3. Mission-led Research: Impact
One of the core challenges in assessing the public benefit and industry applicability of
Mission-led research, particularly in the context of the NSCs, is the scope of intended impact
that the research might cover. The desired outcomes in economic, cultural, social, health, or
environmental fields (MBIE, 2015b, p. 11) are necessarily broad, incorporating the variety of
possible projects the different Challenges might pursue; this is reflected in the recognition
of ‘broad-spectrum impact’ as a likely outcome of mission-led research.
Broad-Spectrum Impact
The range of components included within ‘broad-spectrum impact’ is advantageous for
outcome measurement particularly where the alternatives, such as those with a
predominantly economic basis, fail to recognise outcomes that might eventuate from
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mission-led type research. For example, economic outputs are balanced against criteria such
as social, cultural, and environmental outcomes, which represent a greater consideration for
the potential impacts of Mission-led research. This helps to contextualise the research for
stakeholder communications, acknowledging and formalising a more diverse set of potential
outcomes that reflect the diversity in motivations and expectations held by stakeholders.
The disadvantages of a broad-spectrum impact criteria are in providing an easily
communicable, quantitative measure of impact, particularly where economic outcomes may
not be relevant to the research being done.

Although broad-spectrum impact recognises a broad sphere of research, it results in the
subsequent adoption of the advantages and disadvantages associated with each individual
measure of impact; particularly those with a more qualitative focus. Common among these
is an inherent difficulty in measurement, particularly for criteria with a social, cultural, or
environmental basis, which can require the adoption of potentially unrealistic assumptions
(Bozeman, Rimes & Youtie, 2015, Table.1, p. 37) where their impact on economic impact is
used as a criteria for measuring technology transfer. The result is that many of the
outcomes described by the NSC programme are inherently difficult to quantify in a way that
provides a meaningful measure of whether the project can be considered to have met the
NSC’s overall objectives. However, Bornmann (2013) identifies some components of ‘broadimpact’ criteria that improves both their specificity and quantification, without losing the
benefits of a generalizable criterion in a mission-led context. These include: how well
discovery or understanding is advanced; participation of underrepresented groups; to what
extent research infrastructure is enhanced through facilities, instrumentation, networks, or
partnerships; the scale of results dissemination; and benefits delivered (Holbrook, 2010).
Most of these are reflected in the desired outcomes of the NSC, with “Scientific Community
Awareness” (MBIE, 2015b) functionally similar to advancement of understanding, and
“Adoption of Outputs” reflected in research infrastructure enhancement. In general, they
can be seen to reflect a broader range of outcomes then simply economic.

MBIE Dimensions of Impact
The National Statement of Science Investment identifies their own impact framework,
specifying some of the dimensions that publicly funded, mission-led research is expected to
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adhere to (Table 2). The dimensions of impact described by MBIE (2015a) reflect the
diversity of outcomes the literature suggests mission-led research should account for;
including non-economic, qualitative criteria, including specific dimensions for the inclusion
of Vision Mātauranga. These suggest that MBIE has recognised the broad-spectrum impact
types that mission-led outcomes are likely to encompass and given them a weighting
aligned with their context.
Table 2: Dimensions of Impact (MBIE 2015a)

Economic

Environmental

Health & Well-being

Social

New/improved products
and services

Reduced or mitigated
environmental impact

Increased knowledge
of and interest in
science

Reduced operating costs
or commercial risk

Reduced or mitigated
environmental risk

Improved population
health and health
status for
disadvantaged
groups
Reduction in health
maintenance costs

New job opportunities

Improved condition of
an environmental
asset

Understanding of and
resilience to real or
perceived communal
risk
Early detection and
Stronger social and
mitigation of health infrastructure systems
risks
and improved
techniques for
delivery of public
services
Improved wellbeing through development of
human and social capital, and removal of
institutional barriers

Content unavailable.

Please refer to print version for access.
Improved business and
industrial processes

Better understanding
of the environment,
and characterisation
and management of
natural capital
Value extraction from existing science
Improvements in public policy advice

VISION MĀTAURANGA
Indigenous innovation:
economic growth through
distinctive R&D

Taiao: sustainability
Hauora/Oranga: improved health and social
through iwi and hapū
wellbeing
relationships with
land and sea
Mātauranga – explore indigenous knowledge for science and innovation

3.4. Mission-led Research: Proposal Selection
Project Criteria
The New Zealand Gazette (2017) provides the primary criteria by which proposals to the
National Science Challenges are to be assessed. These are: 6.1(a) The proposal is
collaborative and responds to the most important, national-scale issues for New Zealand
and the Challenge objective: 6.2(a) The research, science, and technology will be excellent
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quality; 6.2(b) The proposal is focused on delivering impact; 6.2(c) Decision-making and
accountability arrangements are sound and enduring. These three criteria are supported
by a series of sub-criteria and guidance; all, for example, contain a sub-criteria of how the
proposal will “give effect to the Vision Mātauranga policy”. The criteria are extremely
broadly defined, allowing a significant level of interpretation by individual Challenges; this
provides the flexibility they require to address a diverse range of issues.

Proposal Selection Process
The proposal selection process in frameworks of Mission-led research is variable, and
dependent upon the institution implementing it. Proposal selection is a critical component
of ensuring the assigned ‘mission’ of a project is achieved, but the selection of proposals is
known to be influenced by a wide range of factors. Some have strong relevance to research
outcomes, such as scientific merit and suitability of the research topic, while others have
little or no influence on outcomes as in gender, age, and academic affiliation of both
applicants (Materia, Pascucci & Kolympiris, 2015) and the review panel.

The type of proposal selection mechanism can have a considerable influence on the
outcome of proposal appraisal and should be built on the needs of the institution, its
framework for research, and the type of mission being targeted. For example, Materia,
Pascucci and Kolympiris (2015, p. 88) describe peer-reviewed competitive grants as “usually
oriented toward short-term (3-5 years) projects”. This suggests that for research institutions
with a Mission-led framework, focused on the long-term delivery of broad-spectrum
benefits, a peer-reviewed competitive grant program might not necessarily select proposals
with the greatest potential to deliver on their mission. The peer-reviewed process itself is a
“cornerstone of science” (Bornmann, Wallon & Ledin, 2008), based on the assessment of a
piece of scientific work by subject matter experts, but its validity in proposal assessment is
occasionally controversial. Cole, Cole and Simon (1981) describe the evaluation of proposals
by the National Science Foundation’s (NSF) peer review process as ascribing only half of a
given proposal’s ‘score’ to its scientific merit, and half to external factors, including the
attributes of the review panel members. They attribute this variation to discrepancies in
opinion of the reviewers regarding what is considered “good science” and different
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interpretation of scoring values, highlighting the need for consistent understanding among
both the review panel and applicants regarding the criteria for proposal selection.

Proposal Selection in the National Science Challenges
The National Statement of Science Investment (MBIE, 2015a) recognises and attempts to
address the weaknesses of the peer-review process noted in the literature, by specifying
that there are to be “clear criteria for excellence and impact”. Dimensions of impact are
identified in Table 3, while the understanding of excellent science is described in three
parts: The Best People, A Rigorous Approach, and Optimum Results (MBIE, 2015a. p. 13).
“Best people” refers to the participants in the research, specifying that they be “sufficiently
skilled”, “sought-after practitioners”, have “reputations for high-quality work” and are
“linked domestically and internationally”. The acquisition and retention of researchers with
these characteristics is influenced by the funding mechanism of the program, particularly
where competitive processes are applied.

The concept of a “competitive” grant is well-established in scientific communities, and can
be summarised as the allocation of funding to scientists through research institutions based
on peer review of scientific merit in a competition amongst multiple proposals (Este,
Rentocchini, Grimaldi & Manjarrés-Henríquez, 2013). The Contestable Fund mechanism
established by MBIE (2015a), under which the mission-led Endeavour Fund operates, is a
prime example of the use of competitive funding. Competitive funds are useful frameworks
for enabling researchers “to follow a curiosity-driven research agenda” (Este, Rentocchini,
Grimaldi & Manjarrés-Henríquez, 2013, p. 1536), particularly emphasising research
outcomes with “scientific excellence”. But its effectiveness in producing high-quality
outcomes is confounded by unintended features of the process: competitive funding
applications disproportionately consume the time resources of researchers, which may
increase the likelihood of “better researchers withdrawing from the process” (Tisdell, 1997)
owing to high opportunity cost of involvement. Additionally, the “cumulative advantage” of
past performance means that proposals from established researchers with high academic
output are more likely to be selected in a competitive environment (Grimpe, 2012). The
combined impact results in new researchers potentially opting for alternative career options
without the risks associated with engaging in competitive funding processes. This reduces
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the pool of potential highly-skilled candidates and is particularly significant in frameworks
such as the NSCs, which aim to collate a “best research team” as a core performance area
(MBIE, 2015b).

The National Science Challenges have implemented a process of proposal selection that may
both provide the benefits of competitive processes, and bypass the negative aspects. The
call for proposals essentially reflects a typical competitive process, with the “best proposal”
winning the funding allocation to perform research. However, the NSC specifically
encourages the use of a collaborative approach in proposal creation (MBIE, 2013) in order
to generate “best teams”, significantly reducing the risk to individual researchers of failing
to acquire funding and wasting resources in doing so. This in turn reduces the risks of
experienced researchers withdrawing from the process, enhancing the available knowledge
pool of candidates and improving the potential quality of proposals and the ‘excellence’ of
research outputs. Additionally, there is an expectation of the National Science Challenges
that they will invest in new “emerging talent” (MBIE, 2015b), and allow for the “dynamic
introduction of new capability, research, and researchers” (MBIE, 2017a) – a formalised
strategy built into proposal selection criteria that actively encourages the incorporation of
emerging researchers without the “cumulative advantage” (Grimpe, 2012) of previous
academic work. In this way the NSCs have introduced adaptations to the proposal selection
process that can both encourage highly-skilled researchers with attractive alternatives to
engage in the proposal submission process, and improve the ability of new researchers to
break into the process.

Understanding the perceptions of research participants regarding the proposal selection
process is a critical issue for mission-led research programmes. To ensure that core
performance areas are met, particularly those targeting high quality research outputs and
stakeholder engagement (MBIE, 2015b), various stakeholder expectations must be met. The
case of the NSCs provides a group of diverse stakeholders with contrasting expectations:
public institutions, private organisations, Māori, and researchers. Ensuring that proposal
selection criteria reflects the expectations of each of these groups, without confounding the
ability of each to deliver their contribution to the research process, is a key challenge to
implementing a successful mission-led programme.
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3.5. Stakeholder Relationships
The concept of a “best research team” (MBIE, 2015b) is a key performance area identified
for the NSCs that presents several challenges to researchers, highlighting concepts of
interdisciplinary research practices and inter-stakeholder relations that must be addressed
in order for a mission-led research program to be successful.
Transdisciplinary Best Teams
Differentiating between multidisciplinary, interdisciplinary, and transdisciplinary research is
a complex and evolving issue (Pregernig, 2006). Rasmussen, Andersen and Borch (2010)
provide a useful separation for the purpose of this thesis. They consider multidisciplinary
study to be the maintenance of mono-disciplinary distinctions within a common project,
with tasks separated and only minimal interaction between the different disciplines.
Interdisciplinary practice is then the interaction and cooperation between disciplines within
a highly formalised structure, requiring a “cognitive coupling” and knowledge transfer
between disciplines to allow for a synergetic effect. Transdisciplinary research is described
by Maasen, Lengwiler and Guggenheim (2006), who describe the practice as building on
interdisciplinary concepts of knowledge transfer, as well as the inclusion of “non-scientists
in the production and/or evaluation of knowledge” and the orientation of knowledge
production around problems generated from “pressures, ‘applications’ or from societal
stakeholders” external to ‘science’. The NSC context then lends itself strongly to the
transdisciplinary definition, owing to a) its broad-scale, mission-led objectives; and b) its
potential for inclusion of non-scientist actors in the production, evaluation, and
implementation of knowledge produced. However, interdisciplinary concepts still apply
within the transdisciplinary context, and will be drawn on where appropriate.
The intended broad-scale impacts of mission-led research are multi-faceted, with a single
research project having the potential to affect multiple impact variables. This targeting of
“large and complex issues” (MBIE, 2015b) is noted as requiring the input of scientists from
“different research institutions and across disciplines” (MBIE 2015a, p. 58) in order to
achieve the intended objectives. The implication is that for a key performance area such as
“best research team collaboration” (MBIE, 2015b) top researchers from multiple disciplines
are expected to collaborate toward a common end-goal, the “challenge objective” in the
context of NSCs. Additional performance areas of Stakeholder Engagement, Māori
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involvement and Mātauranga, and Public participation (MBIE, 2015b) indicate the
expectation that Challenges will incorporate non-scientist (Maasen, Lengwiler &
Guggenheim, 2006) knowledge in formulating the problem to be solved, generating
knowledge and solutions toward achieving the objective, and in implementing new
processes and tools in practical application of the research outcomes. This makes the NSCs
an explicitly transdisciplinary framework, reflecting the general acceptance of
transdisciplinary processes as a critical component to resolving complex and broad-scale
issues (Pregernig, 2006; Rasmussen, Andersen & Borch, 2010; DeTombe, 2001, 2017;
(Bromham, Dinnage & Hua, 2016). However, research projects incorporating
transdisciplinary processes introduce novel challenges. One of the critical challenges is in
maintaining an interdisciplinary knowledge exchange during research; Pregernig (2006)
identifies the risk of transdisciplinary projects failing to live up to “normative expectations”
as a result of task separation into familiar disciplines, which reduces the project from
‘transdisciplinary’ to ‘multidisciplinary’, and the benefits of transdisciplinary practices aren’t
realised. Sievanen, Campbell, and Leslie (2012) identify two further categories of challenge
that interdisciplinary projects face: structural, such as in communication between disciplines
and practical integration of data types; and conceptual, such as conflicting expectations
regarding research outcomes, roles, and social contexts of research. While their challenges
specify scientists as the level of challenge, these are also applicable at the level of scientist
and non-scientist interface. For example, a key communication challenge is one of language:
Rasmussen, Anderson and Borch (2010) identify the lack of common language between
disciplines as a key barrier, one which a facilitator would need to overcome through
familiarisation with each discipline involved. This challenge would similarly apply across the
academia/policy/industry/culture boundaries, and must be addressed if transdisciplinary
benefits are to be realised.
Resolving the challenges of transdisciplinary research projects is complex, and there are
multiple strands of thought in the current literature (Rekers & Hansen, 2015). Rosenberg
(2009) for example, suggests that interdisciplinary projects are too complex and subtle to be
successful through deliberate planning, and that organic emergence of ideas flowing
through a basic understanding of different disciplines is more likely to deliver the desired
benefits. Contrastingly, Rasmussen, Andersen, and Borch (2010) suggest the need for
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“strategic foresight” as an explicit management tool for transdisciplinary research,
suggesting the anticipation of benefits, areas of discipline interaction as “boundary objects”,
and realisation of findings. One commonality between the different schools of thought is
the benefit of facilitators, or boundary-spanning individuals. A new role in the form of
Principal Investigators (PIs) is suggested by Mangematin, O’Reilly, and Cunningham (2014)
as one way in which boundary-spanning can occur in a transdisciplinary context, facilitating
communications between not only research disciplines, but academia, private sectors, and
policy makers. The PI role suggested is comprehensive, including that of lead researcher,
project manager and administrator, requiring them to take on a multitude of varying tasks,
such as “articulating objectives, time frames, logics and cultures”, creation of dialogue
between disciplines, and combining different approaches toward achieving objectives. An
alternate to a single boundary-spanning individual is suggested by Brown, Deletic, and Wong
(2015), describing five steps to successful interdisciplinary research: forge a shared mission;
development of “T-shaped researchers”; nurture constructive dialogue; give institutional
support; bridge research, policy, and practice. The underlying theme is one of unified
understanding of research objectives, discipline capability and interaction, and ongoing
communication supported by a broader institutional framework.
The NSCs have several of the characteristics Brown, Deletic, and Wong (2015) describe as
important to successful interdisciplinary research. An explicit shared mission, institutional
support and a bridging between research, policy and practice are all apparent. Practices that
are not immediately apparent require evaluation, however – particularly regarding
researcher development in multiple disciplines, common language development, and
presence of facilitators or boundary spanners (Mangematin, O’Reilly & Cunningham, 2014).
Examining the perception of participants in NSC programs would provide an indication of
how well transdisciplinary practice is genuinely being implemented in mission-led
frameworks, and what might be done to improve the benefits realised from its
implementation.
Mātauranga Māori
Understanding Mātauranga Māori is a key component in interpreting its interaction with
‘Western’ science. For our purposes, this thesis will recognise the definition provided by
MBIE (2015a, p. 6), as theirs is the context for this research. The definition supplied by MBIE
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is that Mātauranga Māori “is a body of knowledge first brought to New Zealand by
Polynesian ancestors of present-day Māori. Mātauranga Māori can exist, and be understood
and applied, at various levels, including: broadly by Māori across New Zealand; or at
regional, tribal, and whānau levels. Mātauranga Māori can also include the processes for
acquiring, managing, applying and transferring that body of knowledge.” While this will be
this thesis’ primary reference for interpreting Mātauranga Māori, further interpretations
provide some acknowledgment of broader meanings. Sadler (2007, p. 34) considers
Mātauranga Māori as an epistemology or “knowledge tradition” that has been developed to
meet the needs of people and remain compatible with the local environment. The
epistemology is enacted within a paradigm of “Rangahau” (Sadler 2007, p. 36), which
emphasises a search “for connectiveness, Whanaungatanga looking for relationships that
connect all phenomena whether animate or inanimate”. This is described as a form of
knowledge acquisition with a tendency toward holistic, integrated perspectives.
Mātauranga Māori in Western Science

The interaction between Mātauranga Māori and typical ‘Western’ science is frequently
referred to as an ‘interface’ (Durie, 2004) between the two paradigms. A degree of similarity
in their processes, allows the two to exist simultaneously and integrate their ways of
knowing to provide novel insight – although integration has typically proven difficult to
meaningfully achieve. Prussing and Newbury (2016) examine the attempt made by the
National Science Challenges to adopt Mātauranga Māori and conclude that the effect was
one of “neoliberal multiculturalism”, with marked distinctions made between Māori and
non-Māori knowledge that moved to “visibly recognise while not substantively including”
(Prussing & Newbury, 2016, p. 58) Māori knowledge. Input of Māori into the research
process are made through “highly selective terms” that restrict their ability to influence the
outputs of the Challenges, allowing focus to remain on “MBIE’s economic and political
goals”. Prussing and Newbury’s (2016) research demonstrates the potential for frameworks
to apply a dual mode of operation with regard to indigenous knowledge, and that apparent
recognition may not reflect meaningful input. In the mission-led context of the National
Science Challenges, maintaining ‘best team’ benefits through transdisciplinary practice
requires the meaningful integration of the varying ways of knowing, including that of
Mātauranga Māori; inhibition of this integration reduces the potential benefits that might
be otherwise realised.
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Mātauranga Māori in the National Science Challenges

One of the primary concepts that the NSCs engage with on a transdisciplinary level is the
concept of Mātauranga Māori. Engagement occurs primarily through “Vision Mātauranga”,
which is described as “an MBIE policy framework whose mission is to unlock the science and
innovation potential of Māori knowledge, resources and people to assist New Zealanders to
create a better future” (MBIE, 2015a, p. 6). MBIE expands on the purpose of VM through a
Ministry of Research, Science and Technology (2005, p. 4) booklet that describes its purpose
as relating to four distinct themes: “Indigenous Innovation: Contributing to Economic
Growth through Distinctive R&D”; “Taiao: Achieving Environmental Sustainability through
Iwi and Hapū relationships with land and sea”; “Hauora/Oranga: Improving Health and
Social Wellbeing”; “Mātauranga: Exploring indigenous Knowledge and RS&T”. These
themes, and a purpose of “Realising the Innovation Potential” (MRST, 2005) provided the
basis of VM’s strategic direction and guidance for funding. MBIE’s adoption of this
interpretation of Mātauranga Māori reflects strongly on the requirements they present to
the National Science Challenges, with all four of the ‘themes’ identified in the National
Statement of Science Investment (MBIE, 2015a) as in Table 2.
Many of the individual Challenges go on to specify their own “Vision Mātauranga” (Table 3).
SfTI, BioH, Aging Well, and Sustainable Seas Challenges provide variable examples of how
VM is intended to be incorporated into the Challenge. Each identifies a mode of
incorporating VM reflecting different levels of what Prussing and Newbury (2016) might
have identified as visible recognition, with SfTI and BioH presenting the most
comprehensive apparent incorporation. However, it is important to distinguish again
between this visible recognition and substantive inclusion of Mātauranga Māori.
Determining the level to which Māori knowledge has genuine impact on the outputs of the
NSCs will provide a representation of one of the key transdisciplinary relationships the NSCs
should be aiming to achieve; an indication of which is likely to be supplied by identifying
differential beliefs regarding effectiveness of integration between cultural groups within the
NSC research processes themselves.
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Challenge

Challenge Presentation of Vision Mātauranga

Source

Science for

Principles:

SfTI, 2018a

Technology and



Kia kōtahi mai: holism and consideration of society beyond the Challenge

Innovation (SfTI)



Rapua te pae tāwhiti atu – looking beyond the horizon



Kia whakapakari mai – developing and strengthening people, particularly the next generation



Tūhononga – integration of people and processes



Mana motuhake – an independent and self-determined approach



Mana whakahaere – empowered leadership.

Intended Outcomes:


An international exemplar of two-way exchange of knowledge systems between Te Ao Māori (“the Māori
world”) and western science and innovation



Realising the potential of the Māori value chain (its businesses and assets) to grow the New Zealand
economy



New Zealand’s
Biological

More Māori scientists and engineers working in the hi-tech research and business sectors.

Structures:


Heritage

BioH, 2018a

Kahui Māori: a strategic conduit to engage with iwi and Māori organisations on the Challenge as a whole
and provide input on Māori research priorities and delivery of outcomes.



Kaihautu: Presenting Mātauranga Māori perspectives to Project teams;
Influencing scoping and planning of research directions and budgets;
Informing teams on potential issues with data storage and sovereignty;
Using networks to introduce iwi and Marae-based groups and Mātauranga practitioners.
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Vision Mātauranga Classifications: In order for the BioHeritage Challenge to consider providing a
statement of support for a project, the work must have a Vision Mātauranga classification of 3 or more.

1. Research with no specific Māori component
2. Research specifically relevant to Māori
3. Research involving Māori
4. Māori-centred research
5. Kaupapa Māori research
Aging Well

Acknowledges






National Science

The current burden of poor ageing falls disproportionately on Māori populations and communities both

Challenge: Aging

in urban and rural areas

Well, 2013.

Within Māori communities there are a number of formal and informal processes, services and practices
to support older people to age positively in place and learnings about those pathways have the potential

National Science

to benefit all New Zealanders

Challenge: Aging

Iwi and hapū, urban Māori organisations, Māori businesses, and Māori individuals have long been service

Well, 2018.

providers in social service and health service provision to older people, as well as in the provision of
older people’s housing solutions
Strategic Direction


The Kāhui has a formative (not post-hoc) role in - Determining the strategic direction of the research
program - Identifying what issues are important to Māori - Determining processes for engagement with
Māori stakeholders
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Sustainable Seas

Key Questions


National Science

Māori are involved in the Challenge or at least add influence - where appropriate - as researchers,

Challenges:

stakeholders, governance entity members, advisors

Sustainable Seas.



Challenge research unlocks knowledge, resources, and potential of Māori

2017.



Mātauranga Māori is used in the Challenge research, where appropriate

Indicators


5.1. Satisfaction among Māori stakeholders with their influence on, engagement with, and value received
from the Challenge (biennial survey conducted by MBIE)



5.2. $ value of research and related activities that 1) specifically target Māori needs and aspirations and
2) employ Mātauranga Māori.

Measures:


5.1.1. Satisfactory or better result in survey of Māori perception survey.



5.1.2. Annual report from the Kāhui to the Board indicates good performance in VM and the progress of
the Tangaroa programme.



5.1.3 At least 4 Challenge researchers, including iwi researchers and partners, are invited to present at
hui or through Māori media annually (This value is likely to change over time, from 4 initially to 10 in
2019).



5.2.1 15% of research funding supports Tangaroa and Vision Mātauranga programmes and VM activities
annually.

Table 3: Incorporation of Vision Mātauranga in NSCs.
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Industry in Public Research
The involvement of industry in research is particularly applicable to the context of missionled research because of the prominence of industry involvement in enacting research
outputs. The National Statement of Science Investment (MBIE, 2015a) emphasises at
multiple points the involvement of Industry in research as a key predictor of “excellent”
science, and as a key source of funding for ‘close to market’ research, assisting in the
transformation of researcher or mission-led research outputs into applicable and relevant
products that can have a practical impact. This is a deliberate strategy employed by MBIE in
their overall strategy for the improvement of science excellence and impact, specifying the
role of industry in “leveraging proven ideas” (MBIE, 2015a, p. 7). MBIE’s (2016b) principles
of development and implementation for the Challenges recognise a dual role of “end users”
of research outputs of the Challenges, both in the practical application of outputs and in
provision of investment “where appropriate”. This describes the expansive engagement
expected of ‘end users’, and in combination with other documents (MBIE, 2015a, 2016a)
suggests that input from industry could include both expertise and financial resources.
The majority of the literature investigating the interaction between industry and
researchers refers to the dynamic between industry and university-based researchers rather
than researchers in general – interactions are somewhat generalisable however, particularly
where they describe inter-organisational risks and benefits not specific to a university
context. The cooperative interaction between industry and research institutions is generally
recognised as a mutualistic relationship, with both sectors provided with valuable
opportunities – research institutes gain specialist knowledge and IP that can be transformed
into revenue, while research institutions gain a source of funding and improved
interdisciplinary relationships (Perkmann & Walsh, 2009). Morandi (2013) describes further
benefits in complementary access to resources and achieving “critical mass for innovation”.
However, the type of research being performed can alter the benefits derived for the
different parties. Blue-sky, or ‘basic’ research tends to produce more “academically valuable
knowledge” (Perkmann & Walsh, 2009), while applied research yields greater practical
applications and benefits to industry as end-users, as well as interdependency between
partners and can provide benefits typical of interdisciplinary or transdisciplinary practice.
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Morandi (2013) propose some of the critical dynamics that might drive successful
collaborative practice between academia and industry. The most relevant of these for our
purposes describe the planning practices frequently employed in collaborative research. For
example, explicit plans are not as useful as those based on “mutual adjustment” and
ongoing information exchange and negotiation. This is accentuated by the deliberate lack of
appointed project managers and leaders; instead, individuals holding high formal power in
positions of liaison as “boundary-spanners” (Lundberg, 2013) enable cooperative processes
with simple, informal practices. Boundary-spanners are frequently referred to as a key
group in the successful collaboration between industry and academia, reflecting a similar
role in the use of interdisciplinary research (Mangematin, O’Reilly, and Cunningham, 2014).
The importance of individuals capable of communicating across multiple ‘boundaries’
demonstrates the need for clear, well-managed communication channels both between and
within, stakeholder groups.

3.6. Literature Gap
The literature concerning mission-led research is characterised by the effective examination
of individual concepts, but poor integration of those components in a broad framework.
While literature often refers to concepts which operate within mission-led processes, such
as transdisciplinarity (Rasmussen, Anderse, & Borch, 2010) broad-spectrum impact
(Bornmann, 2013), and funding and selection processes (Materia, Pascucci, & Kolympiris,
2015), there is a dearth of literature that addresses the combination of these concepts as
they relate to mission-led research. Additionally, literature that specifically addresses
mission-led tends to focus on its application and outputs (Mazzucato, 2017), and doesn’t
address how the concept of mission-led research is understood by those engaged in it.
Lastly, the New Zealand context of mission-led research is unique in its inclusion of Māori
perspectives; while there has been some literature produced in regard to the experience of
Māori in the National Science Challenges, these have focused on the dynamic neoliberalism
and indigenous knowledge (Prussing and Newbury, 2016), but have not contextualised it
with the underlying principles of mission-led research.
This thesis will attempt to address these gaps by asking: How do stakeholder relationships,
funding mechanisms, and selection processes that facilitate mission-led processes impact
the ability of the National Science Challenges to achieve their objectives? Answering this
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question will provide insight into how the different components that make up the missionled framework interact to enable effective mission-led outcomes.
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4. Research Design
Answering this question requires an in-depth understanding of two core processes of the
mission-led research framework and their transdisciplinary context. The first is that of
project selection: how criteria are selected and prioritised in order to both attract proposals
that will address the mission objective and discern the proposal(s) with the greatest
potential to realise benefits. Secondly, the specific funding mechanisms of the framework,
specified for MBIE’s National Science Challenges as a “Negotiated Funding” (MBIE, 2015a, p.
26) scheme must be understood at two basic levels: those of policy, and implementation.
Gaining insight into selection and funding processes intended to enable mission-led
research and their operation in a specifically mission-led framework will help to inform an
understanding of how those processes impact the achievement of mission objectives.
However, project selection and funding processes exist in a context of transdisciplinary,
collaborative stakeholder relations, complicating the processes of project creation and
prioritisation. Understanding how these multiple perspectives are reconciled, both in the
proposal selection and funding process and in the interpretation of MBIE’s broad objectives
into specific ‘missions’, will help to build an understanding of the relationship dynamic that
operates within mission-led research processes, and provide a more holistic perspective on
the mission-led format.
For the NSCs, the primary influential stakeholders can be summarised as Management,
Researchers, Industry advisors, and Māori. Management direct the greater Challenge
operations to represent the objectives of MBIE, as interpreted in the context of the
Challenge. The views of Researchers are present at both an implementation level as primary
investigators, and a functional level, as Management often incorporate those who have
previously held researcher roles. Industry advisors may hold several roles, including shaping
research proposals and providing resources and expertise toward the achievement of
mission objectives, and are the likely end users of research outcomes. Finally, Māori
perspectives are a critical worldview in the New Zealand context of mission-led research,
with Mātauranga Māori repeatedly emphasised in policy literature as a component in
decision making at all stages of the research process. Obtaining an understanding of these
stakeholder perspectives regarding how effectively mission-led frameworks incorporate
transdisciplinary practice in their processes will build understanding around the effective
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use of mission-led frameworks and how well the structures intended to facilitate it are
practically applied.

4.1. Epistemology and Paradigm
A post-positivist epistemology will be adopted for this research. The general framework
intends to emphasise the importance of personal insights, and the impacts of framing and
biases (O’Leary, 2014). As data will be primarily collected through interviews examining the
interacting perspectives of stakeholders, recognising the application of frames and
subsequent biases is crucial in understanding how the different views are formed. In order
to build sufficient understanding of the practical application of mission-led concepts from
the perspectives of multiple stakeholder groups, a qualitative paradigm will be used. This
intends to acknowledge the distinct realities that exist within the framework from each
stakeholder group, and to examine areas in which the different perspectives agree or
disagree on practical and conceptual points. This paradigm aligns with the concepts of an
ethnographic study (O’Leary, 2014), examining the distinctions and commonalities between
‘cultural groups’; though the group distinctions in this case are made on the specific scale of
New Zealand based, mission-led research frameworks. The groups are not necessarily
distinct, as noted above, with some having overlapping connections to different
stakeholders focused on here.

4.2. Methodology
Data will be collected by examining two examples within a specific mission-led research
framework: the National Science Challenges. These will be the Science for Technological
Innovation (SfTI) Challenge, and the Biological Heritage (BioH) Challenge. The SfTI Challenge
provides a useful perspective on an exemplar of mission-led frameworks in NZ because of
key characteristics: it has the greatest level of government funding of the 11 Challenges
(MBIE, 2017a) at $106 million over the ten years to June 2024; it has explicit Vision
Mātauranga (VM) principles (SfTI, 2018a), and has a high number of partner organisations
(12) compared to the other challenges (SfTI, 2018b). These characteristics are likely to
provide an environment that includes many of the points this research seeks to address; the
interaction between multiple stakeholders, allocation of funding, and project selection are
likely to be particularly apparent where more stakeholders are involved, VM is explicit, and
funding is substantial. The BioH Challenge will also be used as an exemplar of mission-led
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research. It exists in the same basic framework of the National Science Challenge as SfTI,
and shares many characteristics with SfTI that make it a potentially useful point of
comparison. It has a relatively high allocation of government funding at $63.7 million until
June 2024, actively incorporates Vision Mātauranga (BioH, 2018a) and has 18 listed parties
and affiliates (BioH, 2018b). The only immediately apparent differences that may influence
their implementation of mission-led research are their broad fields of research and the lack
of an explicit human and relational capacity development programme in BioH to contrast
SfTI’s (SfTI, 2018c). The result is an ability to investigate SfTI as a primary example of
mission-led research in New Zealand, and to use BioH as a point of comparison and diversity
of perspective. The use of only two of the Challenges does introduce some limitations;
particularly in understanding how different contexts might influence the dynamic of
relationships and processes; particularly where Challenges don’t exhibit the characteristics
common between SfTI and BioH, such as a strong presentation of Vision Mātauranga and
high numbers of partner organisations. However, the need to obtain interviews from each
stakeholder group within the Challenges, as well as practical limitations of time and access
make the use of SfTI and BioH a pragmatic solution while maintaining data integrity.
Semi-structured interviews will be held with Challenge members in roles that reflect
different perspectives: Challenge Director and Theme Leaders will address managerial
perspectives, project leaders and researchers for research perspectives, and Industry
advisors will provide industry perspective. Māori perspective will be sought at each level
from individuals with Māori background. For individuals with multiple or ambiguous
perspectives, clarification will be sought from interviewees on what perspective, or
combination of, they believe to be most appropriate to them. Semi-structured interviews
have been chosen to provide an appropriate level of flexibility in the interview process,
allowing points of interest to be followed up and re-ordering of questions if it becomes
contextually appropriate (Robles, 2014). They also allow subsequent analysis to identify
themes and use of dialogue that would be more limited in interviews with stricter
structures, allowing more accurate identification of personal values and expression of
“experiential data” (Parker, 2015). Interviews with 3-4 representatives of each stakeholder
group across each Challenge will be sought, with some overlap of perspectives expected.
Interviews will be held in BioH for two purposes: first, to provide an alternative source of
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data if particular perspectives aren’t sufficiently represented within SfTI; and second, to
provide some ability to compare experiences of mission-led frameworks external to SfTI’s
specific context, with different configurations of funding and selection processes. These
interviews should provide two fundamental understandings: perspectives on the practical
implementation of selection and funding processes; and the nature of stakeholder
relationships within a mission-led framework. A broad representation of each group will be
sought where possible, enabling generalisations of group perspectives and meaningful
comparison between them. One possibility that is considered is the existence of boundaryspanners that occupy multiple perspectives, either through previous experience or owing to
their current role – for example, the strategic incorporation of Mātauranga Māori at all
levels of the research process suggests that Māori perspectives will exist within researchers,
management, and industry. Because of this, data analysis will prioritise the identification of
convergent or divergent themes primarily, and will recognise divergence based on
perspective only where evident.

4.3. Methods
Interviews will be recorded and transcribed to the degree required to capture sufficient
richness of data and context to support analysis. Summaries will include information
required to identify interviewee values and perspectives, supported by relevant quotes, in
detail sufficient to identify points of possible convergence or divergence between
participant perspectives. The interviews will then be analysed using a thematic dialogue
analysis (Mills, Durepos & Wiebe, 2010, p. 926). Occurring concurrently with data collection,
interview summaries will be coded according to relevance of responses toward different
themes (Maguire & Delahunt, 2017). Coding will follow a grounded theory approach (Given,
2008; Belgrave & Seide, 2018), intending to initially allow themes and relevant coding to be
emergent, rather than pre-determined on a theoretical basis (Maguire & Delahunt, 2017, p.
3355). Coding will occur as soon as is practicable following interviews, to allow emergent
themes to be identified and discussed as appropriate with subsequent interviewees.
Prominent or recurrent themes will be identified for individuals and mapped, allowing the
comparison of common or divergent themes between participants. Emphasis will be placed
on areas of convergence or divergence, particularly where these might identify key
strengths or weaknesses in the mission-led framework that could enable or inhibit the
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achievement of mission objectives. An alternative means of analysis that was also
considered was that of Narrative Analysis; this would have provided a more comprehensive
understanding of how each perspective might have been influenced by specific events that
might occur over the course of their experience in the NSCs, but limited the ability to make
meaningful comparisons between groups if their experiences lacked significant common
events. This was a likely scenario owing to the divergent management strategies between
Challenges and, to a degree, between different portfolios and projects within Challenges.
Additionally, the focus of this research is less on the cause of perspective differentiation and
more on the nature of that differentiation, making a thematic analysis much more
appropriate. Content analysis and conservational analysis may also have been appropriate
for this focus, but would provide a level of detail not necessarily useful for purpose, and may
have limited the generalisability of data to stakeholder groups. This would have
necessitated subsequent theme analysis regardless in order to achieve the goal of the
research (O’Leary, 2014, p. 315).
Interviews will be carried out primarily through electronic means owing to the geographic
distribution of Challenge participants, preferably using audio/visual software; though faceto-face meetings will be used where possible and appropriate. Ethical considerations were
covered through SfTI HEC approval, with consent obtained from interviewees as data was
collected. Interviewee information will be confidential, and participants will not be
identified in any research report where possible, with response data being ascribed as: NSC
name (SfTI, BioH), role (Management [Mgmt], Researcher [Res], Māori [Māori], or Industry
advisor [Ind]) and a number; e.g. SfTI Mgmt 2. Where individuals hold multiple perspectives
they will be identified with each perspective, e.g. SfTI Mgmt/Res/Māori 1.

4.4. Design Summary
The research design of this thesis intends to achieve an understanding of how processes and
relationships within the NSCs interact to achieve successful research outcomes. The design’s
intention is to meaningfully incorporate the perspectives of different stakeholders on those
processes and relationships, and integrate them in a way that reflects the reality of their
dynamic. The use of semi-structured interviews, grounded theory, and a post-positivist
epistemology aim to allow flexibility during the research process, while recognising the
legitimacy of the various perspectives.
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5. Results
This Chapter establishes the perspectives of the stakeholder groups, and is structured to
reflect the interaction of contextual, structural, and relationship components that became
evident in the data collection process. The first section details perceptions of stakeholders
toward the concept of Mission-led research, identifying prominent themes associated with
it. The second section will then examine how interviewees identify those conceptualisations
and experiences as represented in the structures of the NSCs; for example, Best Teams, VM,
and Project Funding and Selection. The final section will present descriptions of relationship
dynamics and points of significant interest to stakeholder groups, specifically in areas of
conflict or collaboration, differences in expectations and motivations, and willingness or
capability to engage in Mission-led research.

5.1. Section 1: Conceptualisations
This section will address the conceptualisations of different stakeholder groups regarding
mission-led research. It identifies four emergent themes: Big Picture mission scope,
Transdisciplinarity, Long-term/Strategic research, and Collective Benefit. It also addresses
the buy-in of stakeholders to the concept of mission-led research, in the context of the NSC.
Mission Scope
Table 4: Conceptualisation of mission scope
Theme

Representative Quotes

Scope of

“Thinking about big wicked problems that humanity faces.” (BioH

Mission: Big

Mgmt/Res/Māori 1)

Picture
“For us it meant putting out a really big goal, and goals actually, big ideas
we wanted to focus on.” (BioH Mgmt 1)

“Basically have these high level missions and they try to get science
coordinated that focuses on these missions” (BioH Ind 1)

“Mission-led research is obviously about the outcome, about the mission
you’re trying to achieve” (BioH Mgmt/Māori 1)
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“some research we can do that could build that mission toward…a broad
need that could have commercial opportunities in the future.” (SfTI
Mgmt 2)

“It’s trying to solve the broader, widely applicable problems” (SfTI Res 1)

The primary characteristic by which mission-led research was conceptualised, and
essentially the driver of each subsequent conceptualisation and the eventual relational
dynamics between stakeholders, was that of being “big picture”. Variants of ‘big picture’
were brought up by all stakeholders; reference to goals, high-level missions, and widely
applicable problems characterise the ‘big picture’ concept.
I know there’s narrower definitions of missions, additionality, vision,
outcomes and outputs and objectives, but to me Mission-led is a big
picture. (BioH Mgmt/Res/Māori 1)
The quote above illustrates the prioritisation of ‘big picture’ as an understanding of missionled research; other definitions and variants are recognised and understood as relevant to
the mission-led framework, but they exist within the overarching big picture
conceptualisation. However, there is some variation in the perception of a ‘big picture’
between mission contexts; BioH tend to refer more to a ‘big idea’, rather than an explicit
goal, while SfTI perspectives interpret ‘big picture’ more as a composition of smaller
challenges that together address a specific ‘big’ problem, as below.
So, to me, Mission-led means that there are a series of problems or issues
that need to be resolved and once they’re resolved that’s mission
completed. (SfTI Mgmt/Māori/Res 1)
This variation in the meaning of ‘big picture’ between Challenges exemplifies the possible
diversity in understanding of similar concepts. It is also acknowledged that understanding
within Challenges may vary, although there is seen to be confidence in having a common
understanding within the management team in SfTI:
If you take our Challenge Management Team I think everyone’s on the
same page as to what it is we’re trying to do and what mission-led research
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means. I think understanding beyond [management] is mixed and I suspect
that would actually be the case right across the science community. (SfTI
Mgmt 3)
This risk of divergent conceptualisation was not supported by the other data collected, but
presents a possibility of a misaligned understanding of mission-led research within
organisations which should be recognised. BioH, however, tended to reflect a common
understanding of ‘big picture’ as a largely abstract concept which would become more
specific as applied in the context of particular missions:
Our mission is that end-point of reversing the decline of NZs biological
heritage, so that’s our mission, that’s our end-point; so that definition of
what a Mission is, the end-point. (BioH Mgmt/Res/Māori 1)
This quote from also emphasises an understanding of ‘big picture’ mission scope as explicitly
focused on the output and end-point of the mission. This indicates that ‘big picture’
concepts are broadly applicable as a mission-led concept that can be understood as output
focused within project contexts.
Transdisciplinarity
Table 5: Transdisciplinary Conceptualisations
Theme

Representative Quotes

Transdisciplinarity “big wicked picture problems that are clearly gonna be transdiscipline or inter-discipline” (BioH Mgmt/Res/Māori 1)

“we actually use the term integration a lot too, in recognition that
we really are striving for inter and even transdisciplinary research.”
(BioH Mgmt 1)

“different ethnicities, different demographics, so you’re gonna have
to have all sorts of disciplines working together…to solve some of
these issues.” (BioH Mgmt/Res/Māori 1)
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“it will have a lot of complexities, and it’s only through a joint effort
that you can actually achieve those complexities.” (SfTI
Mgmt/Res/Māori 1)

“the Challenge understands that businesses are important and a lot
of the activities…have been in consultation with businesses and what
do businesses think is the future.” (SfTI Mgmt/Māori 1)

“those moments of translation are the moments of innovation” (SfTI
Res/Māori 1)

Across the interviews, the concept of transdisciplinary research was another common
conceptualisation across world-views, although the details of its application varied between
the SfTI and BioH Challenge. The transdisciplinary concept was often suggested as a
necessary aspect of mission-led, research specifically because of the “big picture”
conceptualisation:
If you’re going to have big picture science problems, to deliver big picture
solutions for problems, and social scientists if you like – even Predator Free
2050, how will we do that? It’s not just the science, it’s the public and
community, it’s the people who have to work together to achieve Predator
Free 2050, it’s really important to have those connections. (BioH
Mgmt/Res/Māori 1)
This provides a useful indication of how participants understand the need for the research
to be transdisciplinary as a result of the complexities of “big picture” missions. A
differentiation between SfTI and BioH suggests that perception of transdisciplinary research
is partly based in the research context; specifically that of the broad area of research and
the context of the ‘mission’. The BioH mission of reversing biodiversity decline provides a
broader context, and requires a knowledge pool that includes multiple technical disciplines
and industry, but also necessitates inclusion of Mātauranga Māori and social scientists. SfTI,
on the other hand, has a mission which specifies ‘economic development’ as a key goal. To
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achieve that part of the mission, the knowledge pool required is seen as extending
predominantly between technical research disciplines, government, and industry:
I think for mission-led research you do need external input. I think that’s
part of the nature of it…that might be industry, it might be government, it
might be sector bodies providing that input as to what the major problems
or opportunities are. (SfTI Mgmt 2)
Similarly to the ‘big picture’ conceptualisation, understanding of transdisciplinarity is
variable between individuals. While the overarching concept is applied by all stakeholder
groups, there are distinctions made in its application within Challenges that suggest a
divergent understanding of the level of diversity which should be included; for example,
some perspectives aspire to a greater inclusion of community perspectives in research
processes, particularly those of project creation:
How many community members, not specialists, AI specialists, this kind of
specialist were around the table at the mission labs; what would it mean to
take our hui idea, what would it mean to take the mission-led concept out
into communities, what would they say? (SfTI Res/Māori 1)
The different understandings of the scope of transdisciplinary research within SfTI don’t
necessarily conflict as much as they infer a variety of prioritisation. Perspectives which
emphasised the need to incorporate industry and government didn’t dismiss the
involvement of communities, but their priority was towards the more traditional
organisational stakeholders.
Overall, as with the ‘big picture’ theme and essentially driven by the recognition of
transdisciplinary research as crucial to addressing ‘big picture’ problems, transdisciplinarity
is a commonly held conceptualisation of mission-led research with some variations in the
understanding of its effective application.
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Long-term/Strategic
Table 6: Long-term/Strategic Conceptualisations
Theme

Representative Quotes

Long
Term/
Strategic

“SfTI overall is a Mission…to fund research projects that will eventually give
some economic benefits to NZ. So it’s long term research.” (SfTI Mgmt 4)

“one of the things that distinguishes the Challenges…is that these are longer
term, more strategic” (SfTI Mgmt 3)

“balance between short term short sharp projects vs longer term, stretchy,
spearhead type projects…I think that’s been done well.” (SfTI Mgmt/Ind 1)

“This is what we know is a problem now, but it’s also; it’s the future
engineering of that so that you have a future focused vision” (SfTI Res/Māori
1)

“Some of what we’re doing…will not pay the dividends or have the output
for the Mission for some considerable time.” (BioH Mgmt/Res/Māori 1)

“what’s the benefit for NZ that we want to achieve…in the science system
we are just not set up well to do that. MBIE…they do not have the strategic
view point.” (BioH Mgmt 1)

“in industry it’s a little bit more cutthroat, and we’re more likely to say we’ll
try it for another month and if nothing’s happening we’re out” (SfTI
Māori/Ind 1)

The third conceptualisation of mission-led research is that of long-term, strategic research.
Similar to transdisciplinarity, this is derived from the conceptualisation of mission-led as
addressing ‘big picture’ problems. Both SfTI and BioH recognise that ‘long term’ research is a
distinguishing feature of the Challenges; although the scale of ‘long-term’, is understood in
the context of specific missions:
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BioH is in ecological, ecosystem resilience science as well; a lot of our
systems, if you imagine measuring a Kauri system, a millennial ecosystem.
Some of what we’re doing even ecologically will not pay the dividends or
have the output for the mission for some considerable time. So it doesn’t
have to be just a social benefit or social framework but an ecological, longterm science for climate change scientists. (BioH Mgmt/Res/Māori 1)
This view of long-term impact is held similarly in SfTI, despite the significant differences in
fields of research and Challenge mission:
While the intent is to develop new technologies, that may not actually
happen within the purview of the project or within the lifetime of the
project (SfTI Mgmt 3)
However, it is generally recognised that ‘big picture’ problems can only be solved with
directed, strategic research, which requires a degree of prediction to determine the likely
nature of a project’s ‘future focus’. This long-term, strategic understanding, though, could
conflict with the context of industry, who refer to their competitive context and
‘commercial reality’ as a practical impediment to the ‘long-term’ conceptualisation. This
conflict in perspective is summarised below:
So industry is like a race car. It’s moving real quick down the track, and they
move outcomes tomorrow. Cos they’ve got other drivers, which are profit.
Research is like a school bus, just chugging along slowly trying to get stuff
done. (BioH Mgmt/Māori 1)
The implication is that the conflicting nature of mission-led research as future focused and
the competitive context of industry can create tension between industry and the remaining
perspectives on the conceptualisation of mission-led research as long-term and strategic.
Despite this, industry still conceptualise the mission-led framework as long-term; the
misalignment is a result of the perceived inappropriateness of long-term research in
particular contexts:
So the SfTI ones, which are looking at 10 year time frames - research that
will be relevant in the science and tech space in ten years’ time is pretty
much unpredictable. (SfTI Māori/Ind 1)
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As a result, all perspectives conceptualise mission-led research as long-term and strategic;
similarly to the other conceptualisations, divergence is in the usefulness of its application
rather than an inherent disagreement in understanding.
Collective Benefit
Table 7: Collective Benefit Conceptualisations
Theme
Representative Quotes
Collective “Mission-led science should…transcend individual’s particular research
Benefit
interests and endeavours, and that goes for us as scientists as well as sort of
individual companies” (SfTI Mgmt 3)

“Science Challenges are deliberately designed to be bigger than any one
organisation.” (BioH Mgmt 1)

“we need research that we can scale to the degree that a small country like
ours can scale and produce.” (SfTI Māori/Ind 1)

“Mission-led, it’s aspirational, it’s a mission per se, and it’s having a collective
aspiration of our stakeholders, communities, Māori industry and scientists.”
(BioH Mgmt/Res/Māori 1)

“I see there as being a fiduciary duty to participate in the community, not
just in your project.” (SfTI Mgmt 1)

“It’s trying to solve the broader, widely applicable problems, not [solely on]
individual problems” (SfTI Res 1)

The final conceptualisation of mission-led research is as targeting a collective benefit, again
reflecting the idea of ‘big picture’ problems. Collective benefit suggests that the outputs of a
mission-led project should have a broader impact than the interests of individual
stakeholders:
Mission-led science and research should…transcend individual’s particular
research interests and endeavours, and that goes for us as scientists as well
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as sort of individual companies or other entities, so it should be bigger than
an individual’s interests. (SfTI Mgmt 3)
The scale of the impact is often referred to in context of communities and the New Zealand
context, with both SfTI and BioH perspectives referring to a form of social responsibility that
the NSCs hold to deliver outcomes that benefit ‘New Zealand’:
These are New Zealand’s Science Challenges. They’re for New Zealand, and
that’s a big part of the mission - is that you are supposed to work outside
your institution, and you are supposed to involve community. (BioH
Mgmt/Māori 1)
The SfTI perspective applies a similar theme of social responsibility to deliver collective
benefit, but has more explicitly contextualised their responsibility in terms of their mission
of economic development – this reflects the economic criteria put on SfTI:
There is an expectation that the output will align with economic
development in this country, and that…the taxpayer gets a return on their
investment. (SfTI Māori/Ind 1)
The general alignment between stakeholders on the conceptualisation of collective benefit
again is influenced by the individual contexts of the stakeholders involved; the reference in
SfTI perspectives to the economic benefit is not present in the BioH perspectives. It should
also be noted that the scope of ‘collective’ benefit is generally referenced in terms of a
national setting, with a focus on the New Zealand public, economy, and ecology as the
beneficiaries in the context of SfTI and BioH. Some conflict between stakeholders is also
apparent where projects have an output of Intellectual Property (IP) that has been
generated through Mātauranga Māori. Industry perspectives expect to be able to utilise IP
as a benefit of their engagement with the NSCs, but exclusive ownership of IP generated
using Mātauranga Māori creates a conflict between the two stakeholders:
We’ll see that kind of conflict in our Challenge, especially as we start to use
Māori knowledge…We’ll have this tension where industry expectations are
‘you’ve created the solutions that now we can turn into a product’, and
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Māori will be like ‘but you’ve created this solution out of our knowledge so
you don’t own it, no one can own it’. (BioH Mgmt/Māori 1)
The Collective benefit concept is a common conceptualisation of mission-led research,
between all of the perspectives considered. As with the other concepts, its specific
definition is based on the context of each perspective, with the types of benefits expecting
to be delivered contextualised by the mission of research projects and the expectations of
stakeholder groups.
Buy-in
Table 8: Buy-in
Theme
Familiarity/
Value
Engagement

Representative Quotes
[Mission-led v. Researcher-Led] “Not much difference, so they overlap a
lot.” (SfTI Mgmt/Ind 1)

“There’s a good relationship, and it kinda has to be or they just become a
defacto funding body like MBIE. What’s the point of putting another layer
of bureaucracy” (SfTI Res 1)

“we’re living the inheritance of the competition ideology between
universities still despite the mission-led and collaboration” (SfTI
Res/Māori 1)

“we’re the only mechanism that has the sort of more flexible view of
what the outcome should be, and so people are used to working in a
quite different environment. So it’s hard for them to work outside of
that.” (SfTI Mgmt 3)

“‘lofty mission’ led science is either irrelevant, not well understood or not
wanted to be understood from the science community” (BioH
Mgmt/Res/Māori 1)
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“those who have a different view of the world and want to be doing
something that’s of benefit to communities and of benefit to the country
can” (BioH Mgmt/Māori 1)

“it was an opportunity to build research links, and that’s happening. I’m
researching with people who I always wanted to research with but never
had the funding before”. (SfTI Res/Māori 1)

“it is really fun, even though it sounds hard and it is hard, for whatever
reason it’s just so much fun. To think about incentives beyond money,
and about competition, instead about having fun and being part of a
family.” (BioH Mgmt 1)

Buy-in to mission-led research is perceived as variable, and closely related to the
conceptualisations of mission-led research. Misunderstanding of conceptualisations, or a
value alignment that doesn’t reflect them, both negatively impact buy-in from different
stakeholders. For example, stakeholders who are unfamiliar with the NSCs and mission-led
are seen as more likely to resist engaging:
There were…resistance to some of the Challenges, by some of the scientists
and academics because of their early experiences with them, or they don’t
have any experiences with them. (BioH Mgmt/Res/Māori 1)
This contrasts individuals who may understand mission-led frameworks similarly to some
aspects of the generally held conceptualisations above, but who have a value set that
conflicts with one or more of those conceptualisations. The quote below suggests that
researchers may understand the ‘big picture’ and strategic aspects of mission-led research,
but prefer to act independently, negatively affecting their buy-in.
Most are happy to buy in but there’s a proportion of scientists who…would
say part of my job is to investigate questions that are of interest to me, so I
don’t necessarily want to be told or even guided as to what research I
should do (SfTI Mgmt 3)
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Unfamiliarity with mission-led challenges, and a broader research environment that has
been characterised as competitive and individualistic has driven a perception of engaging
with the NSCs as an activity that increases risk to individuals who are already successful in
other funding mechanisms. This manifests itself through a suggestion that the typically
competitive science environment in NZ creates a ‘scarcity mentality’, where individuals who
have already secured funding from other sources are unwilling to risk that security:
It’s always all of us caught up in the science system, we’re kind of caught up
in this competitive way of working, it’s a bit of a scarcity mentality. And so
therefore that makes you quite risk averse and not willing to try new
things. (BioH Mgmt 1)
Value engagement, however, is a considerable source of buy-in for the Challenges. Values of
challenging work, relationship building, and having fun are all cited as motivators for
individual engagement in the Challenges. Transdisciplinarity and collaboration is seen as
providing opportunities and access to resources that aren’t available in frameworks without
a collaborative focus:
I enjoy the actual research side of things, and discussing ideas, linking in to
other researchers. And we’re coming to a point in the next couple of
months where I’m going to get a hold of datasets and techniques that I’d
have taken ages to come up with myself, so it’s actually gonna short-cut a
lot of my research, which is going to be really good. (SfTI Res 1)
The conceptualisations of ‘big picture’ problems and collective benefit provide additional
incentives for individuals who want to have a positive impact in a broad sense this is
generally supported by comments from researcher groups. However, there is a perspective
that priorities for researchers can be divergent; some researchers are seen to do research
primarily for the enjoyment of undertaking research, where the potential for impact and
collective benefits are of a lower priority:
Researchers do research ‘cos they enjoy it but a lot of the time they don’t
really care, the enjoyment of the research is the first thing and the
development of the world is a secondary thing. (SfTI Mgmt/Māori)
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Lastly, the work of management to improve the engagement and buy-in, particularly of
researchers, is seen as a key challenge. Several perspectives refer to the importance of
moving the focus away from financial incentives, both due to the need to conserve financial
resources and a perception that incentivisation through money encourages the engagement
of individuals with a misaligned value set to the conceptualisations of mission-led research.
This is particularly relevant where a large proportion of researchers engage with the
Challenges because of their aligned conceptualisations and values:
Funding or money always seems to attract the worst in people. You take
money out of the equation, you’re just there for the kaupapa, you’re
always getting much better people. (SfTI Mgmt/Māori 1)
The industry context presents an additional challenge to buy-in. Their divergent
conceptualisations of mission-led research, particularly those of collective benefit, are
driven by a set of motivations that all perspectives recognise as significantly divergent from
those of the other stakeholders. Where researcher motivations in the Challenges are largely
aligned with ideas of collective, long term, big picture impacts, or in undertaking novel
research, industries motivations are set in the commercial context:
For me and for the industry people I talk to the motivations for research are
often around finding ways to improve the commercial output from the
companies, keep people in jobs, compete, those kinds of things. (SfTI
Māori/Ind 1)
The degree of buy-in to the NSCs are highly variable; unfamiliarity, divergent values, or
different motivations will decrease buy-in from stakeholders; an understanding of missionled concepts and a value alignment with those concepts will improve buy-in.

5.2. Section 2: Structures
The conceptualisations of mission-led research represent the basic views that different
perspectives have toward mission-led research. While these are consistent in general, there
are apparent divergences in the understandings of how concepts are applied and
implemented. The three conceptualisations of transdisciplinarity, long-term/strategic, and
collective benefit were strongly represented in discussion of the structures of the NSCs, with
links made between the structures and how they aligned with the understandings of
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mission-led conceptualisations. This alignment was described as influencing engagement
with the NSCs, stakeholder relations, and how the basic processes of criteria, reporting, and
funding were enacted by management.
Best Team Policy
Table 9: Perspectives of Best Teams
Theme

Representative Quotes

Transdisciplinary/ “diversity in skills within the team, people who think
Right Teams
differently…the researcher and technical skills, because science is
equally about project management, equally about
communication, equally about translation” (BioH Mgmt/Māori 1)

“best teams are not just academic criteria…we’re expecting to see
diversity, succession planning, capability building,
inter/transdisciplinary components” (BioH Mgmt/Res/Māori 1)

“It’s horses for courses; so it’s in some cases it’s just who are the
best people doing robotics. Or data analytics, or additive
manufacturing – who are the best people?” (SfTI
Mgmt/Res/Māori 1)

“the right kind of researchers, who had not only the right skill-set
but actually have this cultural context.” (SfTI Res/Māori 1)

“if you say best team in my head I’ll be thinking right team. It’s
same in anything, you’ve gotta have people who meld together
and work well together” (BioH Mgmt/Māori 1)

“the people who can look both ways are very difficult to find,
they’re rare beasts and we always try and get a hold of them.”
(SfTI Res/Māori 1)
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“we do have that capability within and they’re highly useful
because it means they can bring together the ‘glue’, different
people and skills from across different communities or disciplines
together” (BioH Mgmt/Res/Māori 1)

“there is a reliance on what you’d call Māori intermediaries, who
understand the science technical bit or understand the Māori
sector and act as brokers between those two different
worldviews” (SfTI Mgmt/Res/Māori 1)

Views on best teams have two points of convergence, and one key divergence from the
policy of ‘best teams’. Common amongst perspectives is the view that ‘best teams’ are
transdisciplinary. This is a direct reflection of the conceptualisation of mission-led research
as transdisciplinary, and exemplifies a structure which supports the implementation of
mission-led research conceptualisations. However, the specific composition of teams reflect
similar nuances to the particular definitions of transdisciplinarity presented in the
understanding of the concept. BioH for example, refers to best teams as including a broad
range of non-academic groups, specifically including community and diversity:
Not just having academic researchers…you want top thought leaders, top
impact factor scientists, top professors…but we also want communicators,
connectors, community, citizen scientist, Māori, Pacifica, industry” (BioH
Mgmt/Res/Māori 1).
This reflects their understanding of transdisciplinary research as a necessary component of
their mission. SfTI, similarly, considers a transdisciplinary team as necessary, and defines the
team composition through a similar deconstruction as their concept of ‘big picture’, focusing
on the distinct parts of the project and the need to incorporate ‘the best’ for each part of
the larger project, including industry and ‘stakeholders’ but without the same degree of
inclusion BioH refer to:
You want to get the best, for each part of the project you want the best
people to do that part of the project, but it means…the best overall team to
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do it for NZ. And that’s going to include some industry people and some
stakeholders. (SfTI Mgmt 4)
In addition, transdisciplinarity is viewed as not a necessity in itself, with focus placed instead
on the capability and capacity of the team to succeed in their project. The result is that the
‘big picture’ conceptualisation and its complexities are seen to create projects that generally
need a range of worldviews to address, hence transdisciplinary best teams, but that
transdisciplinarity is not in itself an independent requirement of a ‘best team’, creating a
“horses for courses” (SfTI Mgmt/Res/Māori 1) mindset:
Does it [the team] need to be interdisciplinary? I don’t think that’s required.
It’s more about the breadth of capability that’s going to be needed to
deliver on that mission. (SfTI Mgmt 3)
The ‘best team’ concept was dismissed in several instances in favour of ‘right team’,
particularly in the BioH Challenge:
We have been very deliberate in our new strategy that the best teams are
the right teams…we’d prefer to not even use the terminology of best
teams. (BioH Mgmt 1)
The key to this interpretation was the importance of a positive team dynamic within the
‘best team’, resulting in teams with more diverse worldviews. The idea of a ‘right team’ as
one that prioritises the positive relationships and cooperation within the group above the
specific researcher skillset is held both by BioH and SfTI. High level research skills are still
seen as essential, but while a highly talented researcher without the ability to operate
effectively in a team environment might exist in a best team, the ‘right team’ philosophy
prioritises team dynamic:
Really you can have good teams and bad teams. A good team is a team that
communicates well and everybody gets on…good people first, and then
what kind of scientists they are or researchers or managers are second.
(SfTI Mgmt/Māori 1)
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The need for a synergistic team emphasises the importance of boundary-spanners as
relationship facilitators within and between teams. Boundary-spanners are seen as critical
connectors between the transdisciplinary boundaries of a team:
They are highly useful…they can bring together the ‘glue’, different people
and skills from across different communities or disciplines together” (BioH
Mgmt/Res/Māori 1).
Both SfTI and BioH have successfully implemented a form of boundary-spanner that allows
these cross-communications to occur, but have implemented the idea differently. BioH
employs “knowledge brokers” as specialist roles which act in a role dedicated to facilitating
positive relationships and engaging stakeholders where individuals within teams might lack
the capability to do so effectively:
That’s where our knowledge brokers came in, as we started moving on and
we started hearing from industry groups that they had no idea what was
happening…some project leaders just don’t know how to engage with
people, how to talk to anyone who’s not a researcher. And so the
knowledge brokers then were brought back in to help facilitate that
relationship again and to start building that. (BioH Mgmt/Māori 1)
This benefits relationship facilitation and ‘best teams’ by having ‘go to’ knowledge holders
who are capable of performing the relationship building role by helping to “translate for
researchers who sometimes struggle to engage with stakeholders” (BioH Mgmt/Māori 1).
SfTI contrasts by having a portfolio dedicated to building innovation capacity, which includes
developing the ability of researchers to engage in a boundary-spanning context; referred to
as building human and relational capacity. This enables researchers to fulfil a general
boundary-spanner role, in comparison with the specialist boundary-spanners in BioH; and is
seen to provide benefits both in relationship building and innovating:
I often find that some of the most interesting researchers that I bring to a
team are the ones who do have those skills because they can think outside
their own disciplinary domain, and while they’re firmly grounded in that,
through conversations they actually enable us to shift thinking. (SfTI
Māori/Res 1)
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Both SfTI’s capacity building and BioH’s knowledge brokers enable transdisciplinary ‘best
teams’, aligning with mission-led conceptualisations of transdisciplinarity, collective benefit,
and strategic science through collaboration.
The commonalities in interpretation of ‘best teams’ as transdisciplinary, boundary-spanning
‘right teams’ between SfTI and BioH suggest their usefulness in achieving mission-led goals.
Slight differences in understanding, particularly of transdisciplinarity, have been aligned in
the application of the ‘best team’ policy; this exemplifies a structure that has created a
converged application of concepts, despite divergent understandings of those concepts.
Vision Mātauranga
Table 10: Buy-in to VM Policy
Theme

Representative Quotes

Engagement “BioH in particular has embraced the whole Mātauranga Māori quite
considerably…but they haven’t just paid lip service to it, there’s a lot of
Mātauranga Māori projects going on in BioH.” (BioH Ind 1)

“how do you sell that idea to particularly Pakeha researchers who are
probably afraid, feel threatened, don’t know the relevance” (SfTI
Res/Māori 1)

“I think the Management get the importance of VM and they’re willing to
devote time, energy, space, money towards it.” (SfTI Mgmt/Māori 1)

“the VM policy, it reads very extractive, and it’s actually not for Māori. It’s
been very lucky that in the implementation of it has had a Māori focus and
it’s been used to allow Māori inroads into research” (BioH Mgmt/Māori 1)

“You could see Mātauranga Māori as being just one part of VM
itself…having VM as a policy rather than having Mātauranga Māori as a
policy per se, has allowed us to investigate more avenues for Māori than if
we’d only been considering Mātauranga Māori” (SfTI Mgmt/Māori 1)
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The engagement with the VM policy and its representations in the Challenges is
differentiated among participants, with a number of conflicting perspectives becoming
evident around the usefulness of the policy and whether or not it remains fit for purpose.
However, both SfTI and BioH have embraced their own interpretations of VM, and have
experienced a number of similar outcomes in its implementation. In addition, both
Challenges refer to a general positivity in embedding VM practices, but that there is more
that could be done in the space:
My understanding is that we’ve done a really good job, better than some of
the other Challenges…but actually we’re only starting and there’s a lot
more we can do I think. (SfTI Mgmt 4)
Engagement with VM is differentiated between individuals; some perspectives note its
historical context as impacting its design, creating a policy that is ‘extractive’ in its design.
These perspectives highlight the importance of managerial buy-in to VM, and the
interpretation of the VM policy by management in a way that enables the positive impacts
VM can achieve:
VM is a government policy…designed under a government that was
removing anything race based out of policy…the policy was designed to
look like it was supporting non-Māori but to subtly have an inroad for
Māori. So when you read the policy it’s very much extractive, it’s about
pulling stuff out of Māori communities…So the VM policy, it reads very
extractive, and it’s actually not for Māori. It’s been very lucky that the
implementation of it has had a Māori focus and it’s been used to allow
Māori inroads into research, but the policy itself has flaws. (BioH
Mgmt/Māori 1)
The need for interpretation of the policy by management illustrates issues with VM and
whether it is still fit for purpose. Perspectives which see it as unfit fall into two groups; those
who support its reinterpretation and implementation, and those who consider that
engagement with stakeholders should occur on a basis of relevance to individual projects,
rather than as a result of a facilitating policy. This has similar connotations to SfTI’s
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interpretation of ‘best team’ as including the capability needed to complete a project,
rather than BioH’s more generally inclusive understanding of best team:
What matters more is engaging with Māori, or Pakeha or whoever, who
have a need or an interest in an area in the business, and they want to
make something happen…to me it’s more important that you engage with
Māori businesses or entrepreneurs…without thinking VM per se. (SfTI
Mgmt/Ind 1)
Table 11: Implementation of Vision Mātauranga
Theme

Representative Quotes

Implementation

“people were sensitive to issues around tikanga Māori but didn’t know
how to enact them” (SfTI Res/Māori 1)

“where those projects didn’t know how to do it, we put in ways and
pathways to facilitate that input” (BioH Mgmt/Res/Māori 1)

“The key to it is…to hand hold them and walk them through in a safe space
where they can ask you anything without fear of judgement” (SfTI
Māori/Ind 1)

An additional theme evident regarding VM in both SfTI and BioH was the issue of practical
application of Mātauranga Māori by researchers who lacked confidence in doing so. The
general positivity of buy-in was inhibited be the difficulty of enacting VM principles in the
research context:
“everybody thinks it’s a great thing; but thinking it and then actually
enacting that are two different things” (SfTI Mgmt/Res/Māori 1)
Both SfTI and BioH indicate this to be an issue, and both Challenges recognise the
importance of tutoring those who are willing to learn VM processes in its application. They
also reiterated the need for those in leadership positions to buy-in to VM, citing the ability
of management and project leaders to implement VM tools and embed its use in to the
mission-led process through learning processes:
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“if you have really open minded, inclusive, eager to learn programme
leaders or project leaders, you can do it really easily. Because at the end of
day if they’re open to learning and asking questions they’ll find a way to
embed Mātauranga Māori” (BioH Mgmt/Māori 1)
The VM policy is generally well accepted by stakeholders of these Challenges, but faces
critical challenges; particularly in the belief that it isn’t entirely fit for purpose, and in a lack
of confidence in its implementation. However, interpretation and implementation by BioH
and SfTI both facilitate an aligned application within their projects; this is more apparent in
BioH, whose VM criteria ensure that projects must align with VM policies in their
application, regardless of divergent levels of buy-in.
Reporting
Table 12: Reporting as Unrepresentative
Theme

Representative Quotes

Unrepresentative “I’d have thought then that you might develop KPIs that reflect that
dynamism if you like, rather than just following a sort of more
standard template” (SfTI Mgmt 3)

“the frustration would be the focus still on those quantitative
measures, and not on some of the qualitative stuff” (BioH
Mgmt/Māori 1)

“the other big problem is the time problem…I suspect that some of
our KPIs have a timeframe that is longer than our likely length of
existence” (SfTI Mgmt 2)

“they need KPIs. They need to demonstrate delivery. They’re
spending taxpayers money, but at the same time MBIE have been
quite flexible for us” (BioH Mgmt 1)

Where ‘best teams’ and VM both represent structures which reflect the conceptualisations
of mission-led research and encourage an alignment of perspectives toward achieving
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research goals, reporting is a construct which has been co-opted from non-mission-led
contexts, and appears to fail to reflect the understandings stakeholders have of mission-led
research.
The format of NSC reporting is criticised by both SfTI and BioH as inadequate. There is a
general opinion that the reporting framework used has been adopted from a source that
fails to reflect the conceptualisations and processes of mission-led research as understood
by its participants:
What they do is exactly the same as they require the CRIs to do. They treat
the NSCs in exactly the same way. So CRI reporting is at the end of the year
and the middle of the year. They treat the NSCs identically. (SfTI Mgmt/Ind
1)
This generates frustration from participants, as they feel they are unable to meaningfully
report on key aspects of mission-led processes; primarily that of relationship building, which
is seen to have a time frame for benefits that exceeds the scope of reporting formats and is
a qualitative outcome. The frustration appears to be a result of a misalignment between
mission-led conceptualisations, such as the necessity of relationship building in
transdisciplinary research, and the reporting structure that has been implemented:
You’ve got to build that relationship, build trust with iwi/whanau/hapū
before you can even start to think about what research you’re doing…so
how do I report that. (BioH Mgmt/Res/Māori 1)
This perceived inadequacy of the reporting process is addressed by management through
Challenge-specific KPIs that exist separately to those implemented by MBIE. BioH, for
example, has introduced the VM scale, which has been deliberately implemented to
promote the VM policies implementation as interpreted by the BioH management group:
we use the VM scale, 1-5…and we won’t fund a project unless it meets a 3,
4, or 5 in that scale. So if your project isn’t 3+ then we just aren’t interested.
(BioH Mgmt/Māori 1).
A broader example of the benefits of Challenge-specific KPIs is the increase in qualitative
reporting and ‘story-telling’ in internal reporting. This has improved the ability of projects to
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indicate progress that isn’t represented through quantitative formats; building relationships,
transfer of tacit knowledge, and potential for long-term benefits are more easily conveyed
through qualitative reporting. There have been some issues apparent with researchers who
aren’t familiar with qualitative reporting but the general perception seems to be that it
facilitates communication both internally and externally of meaningful but non-quantitative
outcomes.
Story-telling is incredibly important - how do I tell the story of the journey
to find this person, and then what does that mean for the larger project.
(SfTI Res/Māori 1)
There is a broad acknowledgement of the need MBIE has for quantitative reporting criteria
however, particularly in regard to providing ongoing support to the NSCs through political
cycles. This has been indicated as a ‘flexibility’ afforded to the Challenge management that
allows them room to deliver on a broader range of outcomes:
They need KPIs. They need to demonstrate delivery. They’re spending
taxpayer’s money, but at the same time MBIE have been quite flexible for
us, in not holding us too strongly to some detail. They’ve allowed us to
respond to change as we go - it’s been quite good for us. (BioH Mgmt 1)
The overall perception of reporting in the NSCs is that it is necessary, but inadequately
formatted to represent the conceptualisations of mission-led research. This is overcome,
similarly to the structures of VM and best teams, through interpretation and
implementation by Challenge management, who have the flexibility afforded to them to
introduce Challenge-specific KPIs that can better represent the qualitative outcomes of
mission-led projects and align the mission-led structure with mission-led conceptualisations.
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Funding
Table 13: Negotiation of Funding
Theme
Representative Quotes
Negotiation “we’ve kinda flipped the conversation from ‘this is about a funding pool
that you bid for’ and turned it into a ‘we’re gonna use our funding to get to
the goal, the best way to connect you into that bigger picture framework’.”
(BioH Mgmt 1)

“We decide if the proposal is good enough to fund, and we go back to them
and we ask them to improve the milestones, budget, team, and everything,
as we want changes - we kinda then negotiated it” (SfTI Mgmt 4)

“You negotiate around what it is that you’re doing, that’s what it
means.…they’ve [MBIE] got a pot of money and they need to get rid of it,
and it’s for such and such a purpose but they don’t know the details.” (SfTI
Mgmt/Res/Māori 1)
Limitations

“it’s really hard to get detailed expertise, given that you want to do a range
of projects in those areas, so inevitably we might get persuaded to put
money into things…that have already been done” (SfTI Mgmt 2)

“the Challenges…don’t necessarily have long term funding and long term
projects” (BioH Ind 1)

“initiatives in that space around long-term funding, but it hasn’t quite met
that yet. It needs better – they’re tweaking as they go but they still have a
long-way to go for mission-led science.” (BioH Mgmt/Res/Māori 1)

While the reporting structure is characterised as unrepresentative of mission-led research
concepts, requiring interpretation by management to align it with mission-led values,
negotiated funding structures are perceived as naturally enabling mission-led processes.
This is primarily through the use of negotiation; which provides a natural tool for NSC
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management in refining proposal content. Negotiation is seen as advantageous by all
parties; researchers are given feedback by Challenge management in how to adapt
proposals to better meet funding criteria, which both satisfies researcher desire for
feedback and management ability to direct content:
We decide if the proposal is good enough to fund, and we go back to them
and we ask them to improve the milestones, budget, team, and everything,
as we want changes - we kinda then negotiated it (SfTI Mgmt 4)
The use of negotiation by management also allows the implementation of other structures;
support for emerging researchers, embedding of VM policies, and a focus on team
composition are all highlighted as benefits of negotiation, and are representations of
mission-led concepts. The result is that projects with research merit, but lacking focus on
mission-led concepts, can be negotiated into a format that captures their academic benefit
while aligning with understandings of mission-led frameworks.
The negotiated framework is advantageous as a concept for the NSCs, but carries particular
risks through context. Because of the broad nature of the research being proposed,
management have identified a risk of funding research already being undertaken in other
frameworks or institutions. Broad research areas also make it unlikely that specialist
knowledge on projects will always be held in the selection group; although this has been
addressed by SfTI by employing advisors with the relevant specialist knowledge:
If there’s a mission or an approach to that that we’re not familiar with, we
can get a little bit of expertise that we haven’t got ourselves to help us
make those calls. (SfTI Mgmt 2)
The most prominent frustration with the funding process is a result of the political context
that the NSCs exist within, and the misalignment of political cycles with the need for longterm funding. There is recognition of the political reality creating a need to “demonstrate
delivery, they’re spending taxpayers money” (BioH Mgmt 1) but the result is that funding
doesn’t necessarily support long-term conceptualisations of mission-led research. This is
particularly evident in the BioH Challenge, who indicate that the funding fails to reflect the
nature of their goals:
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We’re trying to reverse the decline of NZs biodiversity and have got six
years of funding to do so. We can get started but aren’t gonna get very far
(BioH Ind 1)
The negotiated funding process is seen as largely reflective of mission-led concepts. There is
an overall sense of satisfaction toward its formatting, particularly in the negotiation of
project proposals to improve direction. However, it is limited by political contexts and
retains a legacy of short-term funding relative to some of the missions being targeted.
Project Creation/Selection
Table 14: Project Co-creation
Theme

Representative Quotes

Co-creation

“industry saying, ‘that’s something that could have commercial good or
something that could have value to NZ’. Yet the researchers are saying this
is where we need to push the envelope” (SfTI Mgmt 2)

“The feeling is that even if industry wrote, modified, suggested changes
into those proposals, quite often they were lost, [industry modifications]
weren’t reflected in the final proposal.” (SfTI Mgmt/Ind 1)

“So any criticism they offer now is frustrating because they forget that they
had so much control then” (BioH Mgmt/Māori 1)

“we tried the mission-lab approach where we’ve deliberately gone out and
sought external input as to what our research agenda should be, and that I
think is working really well” (SfTI Mgmt 3)

SfTI has implemented a ‘mission-lab’ process of project co-creation, incorporating
transdisciplinary practices through the input of industry advisors at the project creation
stage. This is seen to enable collaboration between researcher and stakeholder
perspectives, as opposed to a competitive process of bidding projects for funding:
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Part of that is that there’s that kind of co-creation at the front end rather
than just a bidding process. So it’s more about being collaborative with
industry and with researchers, so you’ve actually got a different process at
the front end. (SfTI Mgmt 2)
This is seen to enable project understanding of the real world context of their eventual
outputs. BioH has a similar process of co-creation that reflects a similar dynamic, but has
not implemented formal ‘mission-labs’:
Some of our research teams have key industry people in their bid. They’re
factored in…they might be part of research design or their expertise has
been recognised or they’re part of the project team. (BioH
Mgmt/Res/Māori 1)
However, there are issues in the execution of the mission-lab process that inhibits its
usefulness as a transdisciplinary process. Industry cite frustrations at the degree to which
their input is meaningfully incorporated, with a view that their contributions are neglected
both in BioH and SfTI:
The feeling is that even if industry wrote, modified, suggested changes into
those proposals, quite often they were lost, they weren’t reflected in the
final proposal. (SfTI Mgmt/Ind 1)
Contrastingly, researchers consider industry input as “very influential on how we do things”
(SfTI Res 1), evidencing disconnection in expectations between the two stakeholders. Cocreation represents a process that directly enables mission-led concepts but the successful
implementation of which remains difficult, and is inhibited by a misalignment of stakeholder
expectations.
Table 15: Project Selection: Ballot Selection
Theme

Representative Quotes

Ballot

“we’re looking for projects that are hopefully going to deliver on a range of

Selection

outcomes…in the end you apply a fairly holistic view” (SfTI Mgmt 3)
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“people curse against Marsden…even if you’re near the top of it, you realise
that it’s pretty much a lottery of which reviewers you get, whether they like
you or not.” (SfTI Res 1)

“it’s the one that people can complain about the least. It’s open, it’s absolutely
obvious, you can’t manipulate it, it’s done properly” (SfTI Mgmt/Ind 1)

“It has come up with a situation that people go into the lottery once, and they
either succeed or they fail, its fine. And if they fail they’ll put in for the second
year and they’ll go into the lottery again, and they could fail again based on the
lottery” (SfTI Res 1)

“what people don’t like is when it’s really picky, when you seem to be
measuring things that are easily measured and actually not the things that we
all really care about.” (SfTI Mgmt/Res/Māori 1)

As an alternative to traditional assessment, proposals in the SfTI Challenge which meet
funding criteria are entered into a ballot, and those drawn out are funded; this is not a
system that has been implemented in BioH, but provides an interesting point of discussion.
A ballot provides a transparent process of selection, and is seen to reflect the realities of
decision making:
No pretence of being this is the best project, this is the second, this is the
third. None of that, much more real (SfTI Mgmt/Ind 1)
This process of ballot selection is predicated on the basis that assessing project proposals
can only be done to a relatively low level of granularity, where the differences between
project proposals of similar fundability are insufficient to reasonably justify selection for
funding:
So once we finalise the list that are really good we then just pull them out
of a hat. Because we sort of say being able to discern at that level of
granularity just isn’t possible. (SfTI Mgmt 3)
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There is an acknowledgement of potential disengagement for researchers whose proposals
are repeatedly entered in the ballot without success; this is a risk that was raised by several
perspectives, but the improvements of transparency and realistic process are seen to
provide a system of project selection that is advantageous over typical selection processes.

5.3. Section 3: Stakeholder Interactions
The conceptualisations and structures discussed in sections one and two illustrate the
importance of an alignment between the two; where structures may not represent
conceptualisations, there is a risk of frustration from stakeholders. The third aspect to this
dynamic is the interaction between the stakeholders themselves, and how each perspective
views the others in the NSC framework. Typically, interactions were referred to in context of
mission-led concepts, or in relation to a mission-led structure. In this section, the
perspectives of all stakeholder groups are amalgamated to represent the dominant theme
of discussion referred to in reference to how the group in question interacted with other
perspectives in the Challenge context. In reference to Researchers, stakeholders
predominantly discussed topics that fell under a theme of transdisciplinary collaboration;
Industry was typically talked about in terms of how their commercial reality dominated their
interaction; Māori perspectives were frequently discussed in regards to their futureoriented and communitarian perspective, and in issues of capability and capacity; and
Management were generally discussed as the facilitators and enablers of relationships.
Researchers
Table 16: Transdisciplinary Researcher Collaboration
Theme

Representative Quotes

Transdisciplinary

“recognising the people with technical knowledge exist not just in

Collaboration

academic institutions but in regional councils, in museums, in industry,
primary industries.” (BioH Mgmt/Res/Māori 1)

“The willingness to collaborate, the willingness to share ideas, the
willingness to write joint papers and stuff, that seems fine.” (SfTI Res 1)
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“the first projects were funded basically to the researchers who got
enough speaking time – you know, the loudest voices or the strongest
reputations got the funding.” (SfTI Mgmt 3)

“we’ve been very lucky we’ve had some very inspirational, kind
individuals who were happy to step back.” (BioH Mgmt 1)

“it’s quite a new process for everybody. So perhaps it’s the nature of
the space that’s allowed the younger researchers to put forward their
ideas as well.” (SfTI Mgmt/Res/Māori 1)

“the classic MBIE best team has often been…your big important
professors who publish in Nature and Science with the big CVs you
can’t argue with. We recognise that…but we’re looking at best team in
a much more diverse way” (BioH Mgmt/Res/Māori 1)

The dynamics of interaction between researchers and other stakeholder groups, as well as
within researchers, can largely be considered within the theme of transdisciplinary
cooperation. The recognised need for transdisciplinarity in mission-led contexts establishes
the context for the relationships researchers build, and highlights some of the dynamics that
exist within the researcher group that conflict with transdisciplinary practices.
Researchers are largely supportive of the transdisciplinary mode of working in the NSCs.
They suggest reasons of improved efficiency, access to new techniques and knowledge sets,
and reduced duplication of effort as some of the benefits that are realised in collaborative
work with industry, as well as an improved ability to focus on areas of interest:
So for me not having to go out and take tens of thousands of forestry data
sets because…Scion has already done it, means I can just concentrate on
what I’m interested in. And similarly the feedback is actually you don’t
want to take photos of that particular forest, you want to take photos of
that particular forest. You want to do this so we can pass back and forwards
ideas. (SfTI Res 1)
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Despite this support for transdisciplinary work, managing the dynamic between
stakeholders presents a relational challenge to those involved. For example, one of the
benefits noted above is the removal of the need to personally collect field data; however,
some industry perspectives note that individuals who are more willing to embed themselves
in the field are easier to build relationships with, suggesting a balance needs to be struck
between the efficiencies of transdisciplinary processes and the relationships that facilitate
them.
Academics need to put their gumboots on and go walk in the forest. The
academics that do that are fantastic to work with, the ones who don’t are
hard work (SfTI Māori/Ind 1).
One of the key dynamics brought up by participants in reference to the dynamic of
relationships in the NSCs was that of emerging and established researchers. There is a
perception of a tendency for established researchers to naturally dominate conversations,
and a corresponding need to facilitate collaborative processes to prevent emerging
researchers from being shut out of the process (although some perspectives note the
awareness of established researchers who deliberately stepped down to allow increased
diversity and emerging researchers in teams).
People felt again it was the louder voice in the room, the senior people
same-old same-olds that you see everywhere else who were mature in the
system and know what they’re doing and who can out-dominate. (BioH
Mgmt/Res/Māori 1)
The facilitation of emerging researchers is generally seen as successful in both BioH and SfTI,
but the ‘loud voices’ dynamic suggests that collaborative processes must be well managed
in order to ensure they are truly collaborative. Some perspectives note that a novel research
environment, that has no established specialists, will help to equalise the power dynamic.
The need to facilitate transdisciplinary relationships is evidenced both between researchers,
as above, and between institutions. One perspective describes a contractual relationship
that effectively prioritises one organisation above another; which is seen to introduce a
‘pecking order’ that prevents true collaboration:
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It’s not equal collaboration, and the fact that we’re sub-contracted…means
there’s a pecking order already. (SfTI Res/Māori 1)
Transdisciplinary collaboration is seen as a necessity of mission-led research, and is a driving
force behind the dynamic of researchers in the NSCs, but there is a need to manage the
relationships and facilitate conversations to prevent established individuals and
organisations from dominating the relationship and enable effective collaboration.
Industry
Table 17: Industry’s Commercial Reality
Theme

Representative Quotes

Commercial “sometimes the industry people get a little bit too focused…they come with
Reality
a particular perspective and a particular set of experiences…and sometimes
that can be a little bit too narrow or too short-term” (SfTI Mgmt 3)

“a lot of the industry rep who liaise, who straddle that divide between
industry and science, a lot of them have come out of science, so it’s always
frustrating that they don’t; they know how science operates and they know
we need time – science doesn’t happen overnight you know, it takes a
while, it takes two years sometimes for even a draft outcome.” (BioH
Mgmt/Māori 1)

“a lot of industry – they’re there to make a profit and that can drive shortterm thinking” (SfTI Mgmt 2)

“When you get industry leading, most of the time it’s all focused on today’s
problems. And therefore you don’t get stretchy science” (SfTI Mgmt/Ind 1)

“We have the industrial advisory group, who are very influential on how we
do things.” (SfTI Res 1)
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“We struggle to have any meaningful involvement in advisories
there…we’ve got a couple of people involved but even then it’s not
completely satisfying” (BioH Ind 1)

the industry perspective is very much around IP, so everything coming out
of this is ours…whereas for Māori…we believe that it’s either not owned by
anyone, or it’s owned by us, because we have a cultural authority over it.”
(BioH Mgmt/Māori 1)

“This is high-tech, leading edge research. There is no literature – and the
minute the literature’s written it’s old.” (SfTI Māori/Ind 1)

“for the industry people I talk to, the motivations for research are often
around finding ways to improve the commercial output from the
companies - keep people in jobs, compete, those kinds of things.” (SfTI
Māori/Ind 1)

The dynamic of industry’s interaction with other stakeholder groups is characterised by their
commercial context. There is a predominant view by all perspectives of industry as holding a
short-term, individualistic driven by their ‘commercial reality’, a view which conflicts with
preconceptions of mission-led processes as long-term and transdisciplinary:
They [researchers] don’t think industry is long term thinking enough. They
think they’re often too short term. (SfTI Mgmt 1)
Industry, particularly those engaged with the SfTI Challenge, tend to agree with the view of
industry as short term. However, they refer to the nature of the high tech discipline as one
that rapidly evolves and requires quick decision making that long-term research isn’t
capable of, whereas industry are more willing to adapt the content of their research and to
admit where a project has failed in order to learn from it:
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An industry person who will go ‘well this isn’t working, we need to pivot or
drop it’, and just like that a decision can be made and move onto the next
thing. (SfTI Māori/Ind 1)
SfTI have recognised this aspect of industry as beneficial to their own organisational
behaviour, and have introduced a ‘fast fail’ theme, to encourage researchers to admit
research failures and allow a more rapid response and repositioning. This reframing of the
concept of failure introduces an alignment between industry and researcher perspectives,
although it is noted that researchers are frequently unwilling to admit failure:
Find out what things are failing, and reframing failure not as the opposite of
success but as part of success…so if something doesn’t work you’ve found
that out, that’s part of success, and we pivot. (SfTI Mgmt 1)
The result is an attempt to strike a balance between the long-term conceptualisations of
mission-led research, and the need to align values to facilitate transdisciplinary research;
both of which are seen as core functions of mission-led frameworks. This balance may
reflect one of the major divergences between SfTI and BioH in their industry engagement;
SfTI perspectives see industry as highly influential in their processes, a result of continuous
engagement strategies targeting the incorporation of industry at the ‘front-end’ as well as
end-users. Contrastingly, industry in BioH perceive themselves as struggling to have
meaningful involvement, and key conflicts have been illustrated between industry and
Māori expectations around output ownership, particularly concerning Intellectual Property:
We’ll have this tension where industry expectations are ‘you’ve created the
solutions that now we can turn into a product’, and Māori will be like ‘but
you’ve created this solution out of our knowledge so you don’t own it. No
one can own it’. (BioH Mgmt/Māori 1)
Industry’s interaction with the Challenges is founded on a need for diverse perspectives and
their role in commercialisation, reflecting the transdisciplinary and collective benefit
conceptualisations; despite their divergence of understanding the Challenges as longterm/strategic. While SfTI have attempted to address the time-orientation aspect, there
remains a perception in researchers of industry as having too short-term a viewpoint. In
BioH, the conflict is more oriented around that of collective benefit, where industry are seen
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as wanting exclusive IP rights over research outcomes, creating tension with Māori
perspectives with a broader view of impact.
Māori
Table 18: Māori Orientation and Capability
Theme
Representative Quotes
Orientation/ “that relationship building for Māori is very important – so you can’t just
Capability
send a lot of people an email, you can’t just get on the phone, that
interpersonal relationship is very important” (BioH Mgmt/Res/Māori 1)

“VM [has] a capability and capacity vacuum. We still don’t have our
emerging Rangatahi, our emerging Māori scientists. There’s not enough in
the career pipeline, not enough coming through our science courses.” (BioH
Mgmt/Res/Māori 1)

“If you’re technically capable in physical sciences and engineering, and
you’re Māori, then you’ll have a lot of people wanting you to be a part of
their journey so you’ll have a lot of options.” (SfTI Mgmt 4)

“Māori organisations think inter-generationally, think about iwi, whānau not
just current state of company” (SfTI Mgmt 1)

“from a Māori perspective the role, objective is to do stuff for your iwi and
your tribe, and when they’re doing well you’re doing well” (SfTI
Mgmt/Māori 1)

“we’re trying to apply Western science to understand kauri dieback, and
Māori, on the other hand, is trying to apply Mātauranga…but those research
teams seem to be working together quite well to come up with a combined
approach that engages both Mātauranga Māori and Western science.” (BioH
Ind 1)
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“in NZ in the science and engineering space there ain’t a big pool of
potential researchers, student researchers, available of Māori descent.”
(SfTI Mgmt 2)

The dynamic of the Māori perspective in the NSCs is one that largely reflects a long-term,
community oriented view which struggles to maintain the capacity needed to implement
and embed its views. The alignment between Māori perspective characteristics and the
conceptualisations of mission-led research is seen to make the inclusion of Māori values and
worldviews beneficial to the achievement of mission-led goals. For example, they are seen
to hold long-term perspectives with strategic orientations at a scale that mainstream
science systems tend not to consider:
And they think so long term – I’ve been to conferences with sort of 1000
year plans. That’s just how they think, so [mission-led], it’s the perfect
space for them. (SfTI Mgmt 1)
They are also seen to have a strong alignment with the collective benefit concept, based in
their links to community and a cultural emphasis on relationship building. This, in turn,
supports their ability to perform as boundary-spanners, encouraging both the incorporation
of Mātauranga Māori and transdisciplinary collaboration across sectors:
Most Māori have been doing it [boundary-spanning] anyway. Māori who
have been brought up with a knowledge of their tikanga have been doing
that (SfTI Mgmt/Māori 1)
One of the most common issues raised regarding Māori engagement is a perceived lack of
Māori capability and capacity in the science and technical space; this was seen as true for
both SfTI and BioH. A lack of young Māori interest in the science and engineering disciplines
creates an environment where competition for those who do come through is high between
institutions. This also creates pressure on the Māori who are engaged with the Challenges to
become relatively generalists able to advise a range of topics, rather than specialist
researchers in their own right:
Māori academics typically have the worst CVs….the average Māori
academic is probably doing five or more projects. And on tiny bits of those
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projects. So their CVs suffer, their CVs look like…they don’t focus on
anything, they don’t lead anything. (BioH Mgmt/Res/Māori 1)
Overcoming issues of Māori engagement is seen as largely predicated on the support of
Challenge management and leadership. Several perspectives describe the benefit of having
a management team that is willing to invest resources into the VM policy and to support its
implementation in a way that facilitates the incorporation of Māori worldviews in a
meaningful way, embedding Mātauranga Māori and tikanga into the processes of missionled research:
I think it’s been upholding VM really well; and that’s because I think the
management get the importance of VM and they’re willing to devote time,
energy, space, money towards it. (SfTI Mgmt/Māori 1)
The Māori perspective is one that aligns closely with the conceptualisations of mission-led
research through long-term and collective values, as well as enabling transdisciplinary
processes through roles as boundary-spanners. The use of VM as a policy, and the support
of those in leadership positions has facilitated the implementation of Mātauranga Māori
and incorporation of Māori researchers and business, but a lack of capacity and capability
held by Māori in the science and technical sectors is seen as inhibiting further success.
Management
Table 19: Management Role: Relationships and Facilitation
Theme

Representative Quotes

Relationships
and Facilitation

“A huge part again comes down to having the right team…it’s about
having trust built relationships” (SfTI Mgmt 1)

“There’s definitely a trust relationship between us and our
relationship managers” (BioH Mgmt 1)

“There’s a good relationship, and it kinda has to be or they just
become a defacto funding body like MBIE” (SfTI Res 1)
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“frequent communication; we try to operate, and it’s the same with
our projects, we try to operate on a sort of no surprises basis” (SfTI
Mgmt 3)

“You’ve got to build that relationship, build trust with iwi, whānau,
hapū before you can even start to think about what research you’re
doing” (BioH Mgmt/Res/Māori 1)

“we started hearing from industry groups that they had no idea what
was happening…the knowledge brokers then were brought back in to
help facilitate that relationship” (BioH Mgmt/Māori 1)

“The key task I have is to connect up the researchers to one another,
but also to industry” (SfTI Mgmt 3)

“it’s really about connecting people who want to do science and
research, in the broader sense of the word, including social, including
Mātauranga Māori, that is focusing on benefit for NZ.” (BioH Mgmt 1)

“everything we do is new and kind of a bit of an experiment, and
we’re trying to improve it. So it’s sort of iteratively improving this
process around projects.” (SfTI Mgmt 4)

One of the primary roles of management in both BioH and SfTI is seen to be that of
relationship management and facilitation. This reflects the need to align stakeholder
conceptualisations of mission-led research despite variations in context and perspectives,
and helps to address the tensions that those variations produce between groups. This
facilitation is accomplished through both formal, structured methods, including
interpretations of ‘best team’ and VM policies; and informal methods, such as clear
communication and a trust built relationship.
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It’s really important that in those [transdisciplinary] projects you have good
leadership. Yes you do need facilitation, and you need to develop quite a
lot of trust between people. (SfTI Mgmt/Res/Māori 1)
The relationship management aspect of the Challenges provides an ability to moderate the
dynamic between stakeholders that would otherwise engage with a skewed power dynamic;
facilitation of mission-labs is repeatedly given as an example where facilitation is absolutely
necessary in order to achieve meaningful collaboration and prevent the dominating effect of
loud voices and established researchers over emerging researchers and industry.
And the vocal people are okay for a bit, but once you’ve heard them then
you’re not getting anything new, and what you want is to hear from the
quiet people…so we try to drag that out of people with good facilitation
and break out groups. (SfTI Mgmt 4)
Managing the relationship between worldviews is critical for mission-led research; the
interpretations of ‘best team’ as transdisciplinary, in addition to a focus on the introduction
of boundary-spanners, are a central aspect to that management. Particular emphasis is put
on building relationships between stakeholders that traditionally would not have
collaborated on a project and are therefore susceptible to poor communication and
misaligned expectations; this is particularly true for industry. BioH’s implementation of
knowledge-brokers to span the industry-researcher divide, and SfTI’s continuous
engagement of industry illustrates this point; management recognise and respond to the
need for good communication between stakeholders with divergent expectations.
An additional point that was highlighted was the view of BioH and SfTI as ‘learning
organisations’, which deliberately sought out feedback internally as to what processes were
working and which were not and then reacted, reinterpreting systems where needed to
better meld with stakeholder perceptions of dynamics. This reflects management’s
understanding of the need for trust relationships between stakeholders, where there is a
belief that management is willing to listen and adapt to feedback:
It’s been a really fun experience, because it’s, we can be flexible, we can be
adaptive, we can go nah that’s just not working, and we’ve got to change.
(BioH Mgmt 1)
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Management enable the relationships and structures that the other stakeholder groups
interact with to enable mission-led research. The interpretation and implementation of
mission-led structures, and the facilitation of relationships through communication and
boundary-spanning, provide the basic dynamics that allow stakeholders to interact
positively and cooperate to achieve research objectives despite different expectations,
motivations, and contexts.

5.4. Summary of Results
This section describes the stakeholder perceptions of the mission-led process and their
interaction within it. Conceptualisations of mission-led research, the structures that support
those conceptualisations, and the dynamics of stakeholder interaction within those
structures are examined from the perspective of different groups. The results suggest that
within the SfTI and BioH Challenges, there are three factors that interact to enhance the
success of mission-led research: common conceptualisation of mission-led frameworks;
structures that reflect those conceptualisations and work to align divergent perspectives;
and positive, well facilitated relationships between the stakeholder groups acting to achieve
the ‘mission’.
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6. Discussion
The National Science Challenges are organisations that support the implementation of
mission-led research in New Zealand. The way in which each Challenge interprets and
understands the idea of mission-led research guides the way in which they carry out their
processes, the structures they introduce, and the nature of the relationships interacting
within them. However, the stakeholders engaged by the Challenges have their own
understandings of mission-led research, influenced by their individual contexts. Where
stakeholder understandings are aligned, there is reduced tension in relationships and
improved cooperation. Where understandings are divergent, tension increases and
relationships are at risk of deteriorating. These dynamics were evidenced in various
interviews; in particular, views of industry as individualistic and short-term created tensions
between industry perspectives and those of Māori and researchers. Ensuring that this
divergence of understandings doesn’t inhibit effective research practice requires facilitation
and relationship building between stakeholder groups; in the NSCs this has largely been
enacted by Management. Managing perspective divergence may occur in three ways: first,
through selection of stakeholders who already hold an aligned understanding; second,
through the introduction of structures that align research practices; and third, through
facilitation of positive inter-stakeholder relationships that prevent entrenched divergent
understandings from negatively impacting the interactions between stakeholders.

6.1. Mission-led Conceptualisations
Mission-led research is conceptualised differently by different stakeholder groups. These
conceptualisations largely reflect the literature’s consideration of mission-led, or missionoriented frameworks. The most significant of these conceptualisations is that of ‘big picture’
problems; this is understood by stakeholders in a way that reflects understandings in the
literature. Mazzucato (2017), for example, refers to mission-oriented policies as needing to
“focus on creating system-wide transformation across many different sectors”. The ‘big
picture’ conceptualisation held by many of the stakeholders is generally referred to through
an understanding of mission-led problems as too large or complex to solve through a single
organisation, discipline, or sector. This creates a subsequent conceptualisation of missionled research as transdisciplinary; the nature of the conceived problems are such that only
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transdisciplinary research is seen as capable of addressing them on an appropriate scale
(Rasmussen, Andersen and Borch, 2010; Bromham, Dinnage, & Hua, 2016).
‘Big picture’ problems are perceived as requiring long-term, strategic approaches that
reflect the volume of research and scale of impact that encompass the Challenge missions. A
foresight model presented by Ughetto (2007) describes the processes by which long-term,
future-oriented research might benefit research policy, and emphasises the links between
foresight modelling and the Triple Helix model of research policy. This similarly suggests that
the long-term nature of mission-led research both reflects the ‘big picture’ problems of
mission-led research and the inter-stakeholder dynamic within which it takes place. The
final mission-led conceptualisation of collective benefit emphasises both the intended scale
of dissemination of research outcomes, and the variable nature of those outcomes beyond
economic growth (D’Acci, 2011; Godin & Dore, 2004). Where notions of transdisciplinary
collaboration and co-creation reflects an understanding of the scale of the problem at the
‘front-end’ of research, collective benefit acknowledges the scale of impact that the
research will have at the ‘back-end’.
These conceptualisations: Big Picture, Transdisciplinary, Long-term/Strategic, and Collective
Benefit, are commonly held between perspectives, despite some contextual variation across
Challenges and between stakeholder groups. Tension arises where conceptualisations are
significantly different and are often driven by an individual stakeholder’s context external to
the mission-led environment, such as the competitive nature of industry. Understanding the
dynamic between the different stakeholders is therefore an important aspect of enabling
positive relationships and cooperative action; the Triple Helix Model of innovation is useful
for building that understanding.

6.2. Theoretical Context: Triple Helix, Foresight, and Duality
Leydesdorff & Etzkowitz’s (1998) Triple Helix Model suggests that knowledge based
societies will introduce a system of innovation based on an interaction between three
institutional contexts; government, academia, and industry. While this fails to recognise an
individual ‘helix’ of Māori perspective, it can be considered that the Māori perspectives
involved in the Challenges introduce a reframing of the existing helices through a
conceptual overlay, rather than acting as an independent group altogether; this is supported
by the existence of Māori perspectives in all three of the typical ‘triple helix’ groups
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interviewed. The triple helix model of innovation reflects the dynamic of the NSCs, and can
be used to examine how the expectations and rules of interaction are set and adhered to,
particularly in the context of mission-led research. Etzkowitz (2003, p. 305) posits a laissezfaire model of the Triple Helix that strongly resembles the context of the NSCs; institutions
are largely seen as acting competitively, and in separate institutional spheres with minimal
coordination. Where interaction does occur “it takes place across strongly defended
boundaries and preferably by an intermediary” (Etzkowitz, 2003, p. 306); this is strongly
reminiscent of the interaction within the Challenges, with relationships between industry
and non-industry generally tense and requiring either facilitation by management or the
deliberate introduction of boundary-spanning skillsets in order to build positive
relationships. The role of government in this laissez-faire model is limited, essentially acting
as a provider of funding and in establishing the environment for cooperation; this is
precisely the action taken by MBIE in setting up the NSCs. However, the Triple Helix model
also suggests that as the system develops there will be a “convergence of innovation
regimes” and that the separate groups will act as “relatively equal partners” (Etzkowitz,
2003, p. 307); these are both aspects that aren’t fully apparent in the Challenges, with
several perspectives noting an inequality in input between researchers and industry, and the
need for structures that support Māori views. This suggests that the current state of the NSC
dynamic is not a true Triple Helix yet. This is seen in Etzkowitz’s (2003) four stages of Triple
Helix emergence; helices have begun to internally transform, helices influence one another,
and the “creation of a new overlay of trilateral networks and organisations” is exemplified
by the existence of the NSCs, but this is a recent adoption. The fourth stage, a recursive
effect of networks on society and themselves, is not immediately apparent and may not
have had sufficient time to take effect.
Ughetto’s (2007) discussion of the “process benefits of foresight”, as described by Martin
and Irvine (1989), draws comparisons between the “process benefits” of long-term research
and the Triple Helix Model. These are: Communication; Long-term focus; Co-ordination
through networking; Consensus; and Commitment. Of particular note are the ideas of
convergence and consensus; both Etzkowitz (2003) and Ughetto (2007) mention the
importance of an aligned understanding of goals. Ughetto (2007, p. 16) frames it as “the
attainment of a common vision for the future” and refers to the need for ‘commitment’ in
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contribution toward that common vision. The internal dynamic between stakeholders in the
Challenges reflects these ideals to a degree; where there is a divergence rather than
consensus in understanding of mission-led conceptualisations, tension between groups
becomes apparent. There is therefore a need to align the understanding of stakeholders to
build a ‘common vision’, without losing the benefits of diversity in worldview and
transdisciplinary collaboration; a balance that can be equated to Sutherland & Smith’s
(2011) Duality Theory. This describes a process of maintaining a balance between dynamism
and stability that captures the benefits of both states; this is evidenced in some stakeholder
perspectives of the stakeholder relationship. For example, diversity in thought and
transdisciplinarity, or dynamism, is seen to be a key to the innovative potential of missionled researchers; “those moments of translation are the moments of innovation” (SfTI
Res/Māori 1). However, where translation is ineffective or perspectives are overly divergent,
tension arises and stability in management is needed. Managing these tensions through
maintaining a “conceptual distinction” rather than an antagonistic separation (Sutherland &
Smith, 2011) allows the maintenance of this transdisciplinarity while allowing the
convergence of conceptualisations toward mission-led research and a ‘consensus’ toward
common future goals.
The Triple Helix Model understood through Duality Theory necessitates an understanding of
each ‘helice’ and its motivations. These can also be assessed through a cultural lens such as
that of Trompenaars and Hampden-Turner (2012), highlighting the specific discrepancies
between perspectives and the areas that are most likely to need relationship facilitation.

6.3. Cultural Dimensions of Mission-led Research
The perspectives of different stakeholders set the context for their conceptualisations of
mission-led research. These perspectives can be identified through cultural dimensions
presented by Trompenaars and Hampden-Turner (2012), particularly those of individualismcommunitarianism and orientations in time. While each stakeholder group exists in the
same national setting, their contexts within that national culture drive distinctions between
perspectives that are equivalent to divergent sub-cultural perspectives. The NSCs
themselves can be identified as a communitarian context, considered by Trompenaars and
Hampden-Turner (2012) through Parsons and Shils (1951) as a “prime orientation to
common goals and objectives”; this strongly aligns with the mission-led conceptualisations
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of collective benefit and transdisciplinarity, as well as the over-riding ‘big picture’. The NSCs
also present a context with a predominantly “future orientation” (Trompenaars and
Hampden-Turner, 2012) of time, aligning with conceptualisations of long-term and strategic
research. A future-oriented, communitarian context for research presents a unique
challenge in reconciling the views of stakeholders with conflicting cultural dimensions
toward a common goal. The future-oriented, communitarian context is reproduced in the
perspective of management, who provide a representation of the mission-led context and
its cultural dimensions.
Researchers in general are perceived as holding a future-oriented, individualistic
perspective. However, the national context of the New Zealand science system, and
perceptions of the NSCs, have introduced dynamics that select for individual researchers
who hold a more communitarian perspective. This was evidenced through the view that
many of those engaged with the Challenges had “a different view of the world and want to
be doing something that’s of benefit to communities and of benefit to the country” (BioH
Mgmt/Māori 1). This ‘self-selection’ seems to be largely driven by the lack of buy-in from
researchers who were either unfamiliar with the Challenges and their value proposition, or
were more attracted by individualistic styles of work. The implication is that while
researchers in general hold an individualistic view, those who joined these Challenges were
already more closely oriented with the ‘communitarian’ perspective because of individual
variation, resulting in a pre-alignment with the transdisciplinary and collective benefit
conceptualisations of mission-led research.
The future orientation of researchers is given relative to the ‘present’ orientation of
industry, with many participants referring to the need for industry to remain adaptable, and
the tensions this generates between, primarily, researchers and industry. There is a sense
that industry fails to recognise the necessarily slower ‘pace’ of academic research, despite
the large numbers of industry participants who hold academic backgrounds; similarly,
industry perceive researchers as failing to recognise the urgency of industry to obtain
applicable knowledge in order to remain competitive. The competitive, reactive nature of
industry’s commercial context creates a short-term perspective, increasing tension with
longer-term perspectives. Similarly, the competitive nature of industry drives a motivation
for engaging based on the creation of competitive advantage, an inherently individualistic
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concept. This individualism conflicts with communitarian perspectives that the remainder of
the stakeholders hold; this is particularly emphasised in the interaction with Māori
perspectives.
Māori views are seen to strongly align with the cultural dimensions presented in the NSC
context, particularly the communitarian aspects of Māori culture. The use of the whānau as
the core social unit (Best & Love, 2010, p. 14) as opposed to the Western ‘individual’
introduces an orientation toward work that benefits the collective, aligning with
conceptualisations of the NSCs as working for collective benefit. This “collectivism” (Best &
Love, 2010, p. 14) introduces networking and relational capabilities that facilitate
transdisciplinarity; several perspectives note the ability of Māori to act as boundary
spanners and facilitate relationships, and the importance of establishing meaningful
relationships over time. However, the collectivism, or communitarianism (Trompenaars &
Hampden-Turner, 2012) aspects of Māori culture create tension with the individualistic
tendencies of industry; outputs of research that industry seek to take ownership over which
have been created using Mātauranga Māori are seen as collective resources becoming
individualised and commercialised. Māori perspectives are also seen to be inherently futureoriented, partially owing to the communitarian aspects of Māori culture; this is seen to be
applied intergenerationally: “communities are speaking about kaitiakitanga and the
intergenerational end-point” (BioH Mgmt/Res/Māori 1), acknowledging the needs of future
generations with a deliberate consideration for how present-day actions and research might
affect them. Both the long-term and communitarian characteristics of Māori culture, reflect
general conceptualisations of mission-led research, creating tension with views of industry.
Industry stakeholders are the group who are most likely to conflict with the futureorientation and communitarian dimensions of NSCs; a tension attributed to ‘commercial
reality’. The need to maintain competitive advantage, react to technological innovation, and
a resource-based view introduce cultural dimensions, particularly in the technological
sector, of present-orientation and individualism. This is not universal: “a lot of people are
willing to provide their time because it is the ‘NZ good’ perspective” (SfTI Mgmt 2) but it is a
prevalent view of the industry dynamic. It is a set of characterisations that both industry and
other perspectives recognise as legitimate, citing a focus on current problems that drive a
short-term, industry-focused view. The result is a risk of a short-term, individualistic
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stakeholder operating in a future-oriented, communitarian culture with stakeholders who
otherwise generally align with those values. This isn’t necessarily a negative or detrimental
situation, with Duality theory (Sutherland and Smith, 2011) and the Triple Helix Model
(Etzkowitz, 2003) both describing the benefits of a transdisciplinary, diverse system of
cooperative innovation, but it does require a certain degree of consensus and convergence
toward a common goal, or common understanding of the framework within which they
operate.

6.4. Stakeholder Alignment: Structures and Boundary Spanners
Resolving the incongruities between stakeholder conceptualisations of mission-led research
and cultural discrepancies is central to the establishment of a common vision of the future
and successful transdisciplinary projects (Nurius, Kemp, Köngeter & Gehlert, 2017). The
BioH and SfTI Challenges present examples of possible ways of addressing the conflicting
perspectives, and illustrate the importance of relationship building and facilitation as a
solution.
The primary issue to be addressed is the potential for tension between industry’s shortterm, individualistic perspective and the long-term, communitarian perspectives of other
stakeholders. Both BioH and SfTI management refer to the importance of building positive
relationships with stakeholders. The use of industry leaders in the SfTI board provides a
legitimacy to the Challenge, and the deliberate engagement of industries through advisory
boards and co-creation processes indicates a desire to meaningfully incorporate industry
beyond their role as end users. The co-creation of projects between researchers and
industry exemplifies a ‘front-end’ engagement intended to guide the real world application
of research outcomes, and industry’s likely position as end users of outputs creates a need
to incorporate industry input meaningfully. However, this continuous engagement is seen as
unsatisfactory for industry, some of whom feel they struggle to have the level of influence
over research direction that would provide them with a reasonable degree of engagement.
This directly conflicts with some researcher and Māori perspectives, who can perceive
industry “to have far more influence compared to what they’re contributing” (BioH
Mgmt/Māori 1). However, the use of boundary-spanners (Mangematin, O’Reilly, and
Cunningham, 2014) by both SfTI and BioH help to remediate the potentially negative aspects
of industry’s engagement. All stakeholders acknowledge the value of individuals who cross
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worldviews as translators and moderators, and their engagement is seen to have an
immediately apparent positive influence on stakeholder relationships. Structures that
improve boundary-spanning, whether in the specialised ‘knowledge-broker’ role in BioH or
as a generalised improvement in relational and human capacity in SfTI, enable the positive
relationship needed to align industry, Māori, and researcher perspectives.
Boundary-Spanning through Vision Mātauranga
Enabling boundary-spanners is a side-effect of several of the major structures within BioH
and SfTI. Vision Mātauranga as implemented by Challenge management enables Māori
researchers and Māori business to engage in the Challenges through a deliberate and
meaningful relationship. In BioH particularly, the VM criteria require that projects overcome
a lack of Māori capacity and capability in the research space. In the short term, this has
driven Māori researchers towards a generalist work style, advising multiple projects and
missing the opportunity to specialise in a particular discipline. However, it has created
opportunities dedicated to developing Māori capability in the long-term, particularly for
"young emerging researchers who self-identify as Māori” (SfTI Res 1). These opportunities
provide an attraction to the Challenges for emerging Māori researchers; although there are
significant challenges in lack of emerging Māori capability. But the ability of Māori
researchers to act as boundary spanners is significant (Mason, 2003);
whakawhānaungatanga, relationship building, provides a tendency toward communitarian
culture which is immediately conducive toward building capability in boundary-spanning;
this is noted by one SfTI perspective: “most Māori have been doing it [boundary-spanning]
anyway, Māori who have been brought up with a knowledge of their tikanga have been
doing that” (SfTI Mgmt/Māori 1). The result is that VM, supported by criteria, funding, and
reporting processes, enables the incorporation of Māori perspectives. This subsequently
attracts individuals pre-disposed to boundary-spanning roles, who emphasise the building
ofpositive relationships.
Boundary-spanning through Best Teams
The second structure that enables boundary-spanning is that of ‘best teams’; but only when
there has been a reinterpretation of ‘best teams’ toward ‘right teams’. This encourages
focus to move away from the individualistic practice of picking the seemingly most talented
individuals, and towards a communitarian focus on cooperation, diversity, and
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communication first, and “what kind of scientists they are or researchers or managers they
are second” (SfTI Mgmt/Māori 1). These ‘right teams’ create an immediate focus on the
ability of individuals to build positive relationships and act cooperatively across disciplines
and sector boundaries. Managerial facilitation of the relationships in these teams both
builds connections and moderates them by reducing the dominant voices in a conversation,
and allowing the emergence of diverse perspectives in conversations where they might
otherwise not have been made apparent. Facilitation through management therefore helps
to enable the meaningful incorporation of transdisciplinary worldviews by moderating
power dynamics between and within stakeholder groups, removing barriers to boundaryspanning and positive relationship building within teams (Ratcheva, 2009).
The core benefit of boundary-spanning as a tool in the NSCs is in the building of
relationships and understanding between stakeholders of their divergent expectations and
motivations. Relationship building through boundary spanning provides a means of
implementing Duality Theory (Sutherland & Smith, 2011); rather than attempting to align
the values of different stakeholder groups, it allows a cross-boundary understanding of
perspectives; researchers understand the perspective of industry and vice versa, for
example. This provides a generalised common vision of the overall conceptualisations of the
missions, regardless of the individual contexts of each stakeholder perspective. Additionally,
the building of meaningful relationships through boundary-spanning individuals allows for a
degree of compromise and engagement that facilitates the transdisciplinary cooperation
agreed to be necessary for mission-led outcomes. It does not resolve all conflicts of
expectation and motivation; it provides an understanding of expectations and motivations,
facilitating communication and relations within the mission-led context.

6.5. Alignment of Criteria, Reporting, Funding
Modes of alignment which have a basis outside that of relationship building are also used to
produce, if not a conceptual consensus, then a convergence of practices that reflect the
general understanding of mission-led research. This is most apparent in the use of Challenge
specific, internal KPIs that reflect qualitative reporting, and in the interpretation of VM and
best teams for proposal criteria. The use of qualitative reporting in particular is seen to
improve the ability of research teams to engage in processes that support their
conceptualisations of mission-led research, but which don’t have the quantitative outcomes
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expected through typical reporting formats. For example, engaging in relationship building is
widely recognised as a central process in mission-led research, but participants noted that it
was difficult to report on those processes within quantitative formats. Conversely, the use
of qualitative reporting was met with some issues; primarily through researchers who were
unfamiliar with the process, and had been embedded in frameworks with predominantly
quantitative reporting. Despite this, the ability to tell stories and report in a less
standardised way is seen to improve the ‘dynamism’ of reporting to better reflect the reality
of the Challenges. Frustrations with reporting are generally directed at formats that fail to
reflect mission-led conceptualisations; reporting which is short-term or doesn’t allow for
qualitative reporting on a meaningful scale is seen as failing to recognise the nature of the
Challenges and doesn’t necessarily reflect meaningful progress. This was not a universal
view; some perspectives noted that MBIE had provided enough flexibility to the Challenge
management in reporting that they were capable of reporting sufficient qualitative
measures of their success. However, the perspectives which were satisfied with reporting
were generally satisfied with the level of qualitative reporting; thus where their
conceptualisation of mission-led frameworks was mirrored in the reporting process, there
was less tension. Those who had a different understanding in the nuances of mission-led
concepts were sometimes less satisfied, because reporting failed to reflect those
understandings.
The idea of Negotiated Funding was generally not strongly understood as a policy
framework, but the perspectives who did emphasise it suggested it allowed management to
provide some direction to project proposals regarding their direction and milestones. These
were identified most clearly in the implementation of VM criteria by BioH, which requires a
level of Māori engagement in project proposals that would meaningfully incorporate
Mātauranga Māori and kaupapa into the overall process. BioH also uses the negotiated
funding tool to move deliberately away from the use of funding as a motivator, encouraging
the engagement of researchers who are motivated by the work itself, rather than a funding
source – this was a tactic noted as desirable in some SfTI interviews. The implication is that
Negotiated funding encourages the alignment of project proposals with mission-led
conceptualisations; this has become even more pronounced with the use of mission-labs
and capability bids in SfTI as an alternative to proposal bid in processes that highlights the
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emphasis on transdisciplinary and cooperative practices throughout the research process.
Similarly to reporting structures, the negotiated funding process is seen as beneficial where
its interpretation and implementation by management aligns with the stakeholder
conceptualisations of mission-led research. Where it fails to align, such as in the short-term
nature of funding through political cycles, there is a tension where participants perceive a
structure that doesn’t reflect their needs.
The use of processes such as reporting, criteria, and funding to create an organisational
environment that reflects mission-led conceptualisations has provided the opportunity for
stakeholders to enact research in a format consistent with those concepts. The result is that
even where stakeholder understandings diverge, or relationships aren’t facilitated strongly,
the basic framework of the Challenges requires that the processes enacted by those
stakeholders have a basic alignment with the underlying concepts of mission-led research.

6.6. Theoretical Contribution and Research Question
This thesis attempts to answer the research question: How do stakeholder relationships,
funding mechanisms, and selection processes that facilitate mission-led processes impact
the ability of the National Science Challenges to achieve their objectives? The answer lies in
the way each of the factors works to align stakeholders toward a common understanding of
the context of their research and the ‘mission’ they are undertaking. In short, stakeholder
relationships and mission-led processes impact the ability of the National Science Challenges
to achieve their objectives by providing a means of aligning the understandings of the
different stakeholders toward a common vision of what mission-led research means and
how they can interact to achieve their overarching objectives.
The implications of this research for the literature are oriented around three points. 1) How
mission-led research is conceptualised by stakeholders; 2) How stakeholder
conceptualisations of mission-led research are realised and interact during research
processes; 3) How conceptualisations are aligned through mission-led structures to facilitate
the research process. The basic premise of these implications are that an alignment of
understanding of mission-led research between groups will facilitate positive relationships
and collaboration, enabling successful research outcomes.
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How stakeholders envisage mission-led characterisations of: Big Picture, Transdisciplinary,
Long-term, and Collective benefit are based on each stakeholder’s frame of reference,
which can be understood as sub-cultural characteristics. Stakeholders with a frame of
reference that encourages a convergent understanding of mission-led research with that of
other stakeholders will tend have a relationship with less tension; stakeholders whose
frame of reference promotes an understanding which is divergent from that of other
stakeholders will have greater tension in their relationships. The recruitment of
stakeholders into a mission-led institution depends partially on the buy-in of stakeholders to
the concept of mission-led research; the level of buy-in can also be partially attributed to
the stakeholder conceptualisations. Those whose conceptualisations are divergent will tend
not to buy-in, and introduce a self-selection of individuals who have a pre-existing
conceptual alignment with the characterisations of mission-led research.
Following recruitment, there are two further opportunities for creating an alignment of
understanding; the first through relational alignment. This recognises that the tension
created by divergent understandings can be eased through effective relationship
management; in the NSCs, this occurs primarily through the use of boundary-spanning
skillsets and advisory councils. Stakeholders interactions moderated by effective facilitation
and translation are likely to have reduced tension through recognition of the legitimate
contexts of other groups. As well as reducing tension of divergent understandings, well
facilitated relationships enable greater transdisciplinary collaboration and cross-boundary
acceptance of motivations and expectations. This creates a dynamic of relationships which
are aligned through mutual understanding of each other’s context, helping to overcome the
tension introduced through different understanding of mission-led research. The second
opportunity for alignment is structural; where stakeholder conceptualisations are divergent
through context and boundary-spanning skillsets are insufficient to create a common
understanding of other contexts. Structural alignment takes place through the use of
reporting, criteria, and funding; these can be interpreted and implemented by management
to enforce the practical application of common mission-led concepts, despite a lack of
conceptual or relational alignment. For example, the VM criteria of BioH necessitate the
integration of Mātauranga Māori values into project proposals, including those submitted
by stakeholders who might not have a conceptual perspective that values its inclusion; this
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promotes transdisciplinary collaboration, long-term impact, and collective benefit even
where those are not the understandings of the stakeholders engaged in the project.

Figure 1: Opportunities
for Alignment
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Stakeholder
Interaction in
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Mission-led
research
outcomes

Figure 1 illustrates the opportunities for alignment as suggested by the discussion above.
Stakeholder conceptualisations are influenced by their context, or frame of reference. An
opportunity for conceptual alignment exists in the recruitment of individuals whose context
predisposes them toward a particular conceptualisation of mission-led research. The
interaction of stakeholders is then an opportunity for relational alignment, and their
application of mission-led concepts in research practice is an opportunity for structural
alignment. Interaction of stakeholders, and application of concepts, drives the creation of
mission-led research outcomes.
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6.7. Practical Implications
The practical implications of this research target the management of mission-led research
organisations. Ensuring that stakeholders with different understandings of their research
context are aligned either conceptually, structurally, or relationally, will help to improve
collaboration and reduce tension between stakeholder groups. The introduction of clear
statements on what mission-led frameworks mean for the organisation can provide a
conceptual framework that can be used to align stakeholders, and allow the self-selection of
those who have a value set that reflects those meanings.
An emphasis on establishing boundary-spanning skillsets is crucial to the success of
transdisciplinary research, and subsequently mission-led frameworks. This can be done in
multiple ways, as demonstrated by the SfTI NSC, who deliberately train individuals in
improving their human and relational capacity, or through BioH’s use of knowledge brokers,
who specialise in the boundary-spanning role and translating across boundary obstacles. It is
likely that a combination of the two methods will prove most effective in achieving both
general understanding and effective specific translation.
Lastly, the use of structures that promote the application of mission-led concepts even
where understandings are divergent ensures that the implementation of research practices
are aligned with the intended nature of outcomes. This can take place through the
negotiation of proposal content at the funding stage, the setting of criteria that ensures
milestones and direction are appropriate, and reporting formats that reflect the framework
and context of research.
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7. Limitations of Research
This research was limited primarily in the nature of the sample of participants. The use of
SfTI and BioH as exemplars of mission-led frameworks provided a useful comparison
between the commonalities of successful organisations, but meant it was impossible to
draw comparisons of the differences between successful and unsuccessful organisations.
This meant that the issues identified by SfTI and BioH were the main sources of
investigation, which may not reflect those of unsuccessful Challenge organisations. Similarly,
all participants interviewed held the perspective of stakeholders currently engaged by the
National Science Challenges; this was particularly limiting in determining the possible causes
of reduced buy-in and disengagement from Challenges, although some participants were
still able to lend insight into those areas by relaying opinions of colleagues.
Another limitation was in the semi-structured interview methodology; although this proved
essential in adapting content of interviews to better reflect the realities of stakeholder
perspectives and exploring unconsidered routes of investigation, it also led to a discrepancy
in the nature of data collected between early and later interviews. This created a dearth of
data from some perspectives in issues raised in later interviews, particularly regarding
gender inequality issues and the more precise distinctions between mission-led
conceptualisations.
Lastly, several concepts of Māori culture are referred to in this thesis; lacking a background
in Te Ao Māori, I held informal discussion with knowledgeable individuals in an attempt to
represent the concepts respectfully and accurately, but acknowledge that I may be biased
by being grounded in Western values and this is likely to have influenced my discussion.
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8. Future Research
Future research of relationships within the National Science Challenges as a policy
framework should consider exploring the Duality Theory in more depth. Examining the
paradox of achieving a convergent understanding of context while maintaining the diversity
of thought that allows for effective transdisciplinarity would provide an interesting insight
into how an innovative tension can be maintained while avoiding the conflict in the
interaction of stakeholder groups with different expectations and motivations; further
exploration of theories of boundary-spanning and competence-based trust may provide
some insight here.
Another potential avenue for future exploration is a comparison of equality and diversity
across different Challenges. The SfTI and BioH Challenges both emphasised the
incorporation of Vision Mātauranga, but it was evident that ongoing tensions existed in
three key areas: emerging and established researchers, Māori and non-Māori perspectives,
and gender. Gender, in particular, was an issue raised in later interviews of this study that
unfortunately could not be reasonably incorporated, but it was apparent that the issue was
salient to some perspectives. Examining how diversity has changed over time across
different Challenges may provide an insight into how important this is to the success of
mission-led research.
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9. Conclusion
One of the core dependencies on which the success of the NSCs depends is the alignment of
mission-led conceptualisations and practice by different stakeholders. Characterisations of
each stakeholder group, including their motivations, expectations, and relationships within
the NSC context, create frames of reference within which stakeholders form their individual
understandings of mission-led concepts. Stakeholder conceptualisation creates specific
interactions as they are applied practically; for example, a stakeholder with an
understanding of mission-led frameworks as future-oriented will have a more tense
interaction with present-oriented stakeholders than if the two were aligned. The
introduction of structures designed to improve alignment of understandings helps to avoid
tension; project creation, funding, and reporting can be used in this way. Additionally, the
VM and ‘best team’ policies can be used as tools to promote boundary-spanning practice,
facilitating positive stakeholder relationships. Where stakeholder characteristics create
divergent conceptualisations of mission-led research, there is divergence in modes of
practice, which creates tension in stakeholder interactions and inhibits the success of
mission-led research. Where conceptualisations of mission-led research are aligned, and
modes of application are well structured and facilitated, there is positive stakeholder
interaction and successful mission-led outcomes are more likely.
The result is that where conceptualisations of mission-led research and nature of application
of those concepts are aligned between stakeholders, relationships are more positive and
outcomes more likely to be successful. Alignment can occur in three modes; conceptual,
structural, and relational. Conceptual alignment might occur through selection of individual
stakeholders with a pre-existing common conceptualisation of mission-led research.
Structural alignment may occur through funding, selection, and policy processes that
promote a common mode of concept application. Relational alignment can be enacted
through relationship facilitation and communication. Maintaining a consensus of
understanding between stakeholders toward their research context and a common
objective, while acknowledging the value of diverse schools of thought through conceptual,
structural, and relational alignment, enables mission-led research in the NSCs.
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